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CHAPTER I
8TATBMBNT OP THB PROBLEM
The prohlea &t teaeher training is a oontlnuoag chal­
lenge to all who are engaged in the program. The National 
Survey of the Mueation of Teaohers^ states that **the 
preparation of t^ehers and other educational workers should 
be determined by tdie demands shieh will be made upon them in 
the different types of positions and not by arbitrarily or 
traditionally set requirements for majors and minors.*
In a general study made of teacher education problems 
in 1933 f this eonclusitm was imde: *A study of the situation
today shows clearly that we face #ie responsibility of a 
deliberate and thoroughgoing study of the basic problems 
relating to curricula for teachers.*2
The impressive list of studies concerned with the 
education of teachers testifies to the importance attachW to 
teacher preparation by educators. The list smmg others 
includes the National Survey of the Education of Teachers,3
%nited States Office of Mueation, National Survey ofBulletin #o. l o . l W ü m Æ n T D .  c.,United States wvemment Printing Office, 1933), P» 11*
^National Society of College Teachers of Education, The 
at Teachers, Yearbook No. XXIII (Chicago* The 
University of Chicago Press, 1935), p. 72.
^United States Office of Education, The National Survey
at jam at InmAmra, m*
2
the Commonwealth feaeher training 8tndy*^ the Peaamylvanla 
Stnâyf̂ ' the stady of the Commlealon on teaeher Mneation 
of the Amerlean Connell on Sdneation.^
the problème of teaeher eaneatlon in the eommerelal 
field have also reeelved attention from edneators in this 
field# Studies by ghover,? Graham,^ lunre,̂  and MnsgraWlO 
toneh in part or eatiiely on the problem of preparing teaehers 
of eommereial snbjeets#
W. Charters, and Douglas Maples* the (kmaaawealth 
f eaeher^tg|iiing Etndŷ  C^ieagoi the Gaiyerslty of Chioago
%illiam S« WarnM, amd B m  D. Mood, the Stndsat and His Knowledge. (Hew York: The Carnegie fbundation for theMVism^^Sof teaehingi 1938)
Ĉommission on teaeher Mueation, the Istnrov̂ fgit siÈ fâcher Mi^t||j|, (Washington, D* C., American Connsil on
^William Glen Shoyer , Enggested Rmarams XstS. Cc^erelal 
jÜMWÜmf Tfmlning Iseoelation of ,Oommereial teaeher timlning Institutions, Bulletin M. l4, 1938.
%essie Graham, A m W l W  St M sIMSS M m s ^ m  M
# &  # â W &  mâ. I M  HatMneatlcm^^CLos Angeles* University of Gonthem California
%ohn 1. Eowe, "Business teaeher Bdnoation in 28 
Selected State t#&<diers Colleges and 26 Selected Literal Arts 
Colleges,** Rational Association of Bnsiness^teacher training 
Institutions,»* Bulletin fia* 3̂, DeoeiAer, 19̂ 7.
^̂ Alvin W, Husgrave, "Commrcial teacher ti%lning in Hinety-two teachers Colleges of the United States," Ibid.
3
Oq the basis of this evidmiee of geaeral iaterest ia 
the problem of teacher education, particularly in the 
commercial field, as well as the author's recognition of the 
need of studying teacher education in his own institution, 
this paper was initiated.
The purposes of this study are Cl) to discover present 
triads and practices in the training of secomdary-s#ool 
tmk<Aers, particularly business teachers, (2) to present som» 
of the common problem confronting beginning business 
teachers, (3) to discover shat should be considered an ideal 
Imsiness*teaeher training progrm, and (4) to study the present 
tmsiness-teaeber training program in Puerto Rico and to work 
out a plan for its imprcvmmsnt,
flw author hopes #at valid concrete conclusions, and 
recommendations may be suggested with the ultimate result of 
a better and improved program for the preparation of business 
tea<^ers in Puerto Rico*
ss£. M m  s m M M *  The most important and by 
far the most influential factor in public school éducation is 
the teacher. The imp^mvemmit of teacher education is of 
great importance in our times# From this it follows that the 
improvement of teacher education is a critical national 
necessity, for teachers are the key element in srost educa­
tional processes. Upon their quality, more than any other 
factor, dep^ds the quality of instruction offered in
sôhools, eollegeSj and anlvarmltle#. And that quality is 
largely determined by the exeellenee of the arrmngwent pro­
vided for the education of teachers*
The importance of this problem is further stated by 
the Commission on Teacher Education:
Teaching is indispensable to the preservation and improvwent of any nation. Through teaching, knowledge 
is passed on from generation to generation, and its wider diffusion and more rapid advancement made possible. Through teaching, the powers of youth are drawn out and 
disciplined in practice* Throt^h teaching, the values 
that characterise a culture are Wilt into the person­
alities of those in #iose hmmd# that cultuie's fate must lie# Through teaching, a pemple's capacity to meet cWmge in ways that increase the national welfare is strengthened.
• * * To improve teacher education is to improve
teaching; to improve teaching is to Improve the schools; 
to improve the schools is to strmgthen the next gener- 
aticm; to strength#: the new generation is a social duty of the first imgnitude*
The future of business edueati«a is directly dependent 
upon the quality of teaching aM teacher training carried out 
in the next decade# It is Imperative, therefore, that teachers 
of business subjects, along with all secoMary school teachers, 
be thoroughly prepared to undertake this great responsibility# 
In the fullest s#ise this is possible only if the teacher 
engages in a well-rounded and ewpreb#i8lve program of 
preparation.
The training of teachers in business subjects is com­
paratively new in Puerto Rico# It was initiated at the
^^Gommisslon on Teacher Education, TeaWers for our (Wasl ' _ _ - - _ » — - ™ —■— * ——
p. 23,
(Washington, D. C., American Council on Education,
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ÏÏaiTersity of Puerto Bîoo only sixteen years ago, though 
teaching of business subjects in the high schools had started 
several years previously.
Puerto Rican business teachers, whether educated In 
Puerto Bico or In the IMlted States, have all bemi trained In 
the practice and methods advocated by weH-knowa Continental 
leaders In education and in business education.
The volume of business and Industries In Puerto Bico 
is increaslx̂  rapidly, and many well-prepared students a%% 
required to meet the dwmaods of commercial enterprises for 
better t^dned employees. W e  to this demand the enrollment 
of our business schools is increasing more and more every 
year, Wille the mmber of our most eompetœat teachers is 
decreasing. This is due to the fact that teachers* salaries 
are very low considering the amount of work and the resi^nsl- 
blllty that they have.
In Puerto Rico, Wslness teaWier tralnii  ̂is a subject 
worthy of study because of the large mmber of ycmng people 
who each year seek business trainiî . Because the effect of 
teaeher training Is felt by all commercial students, business 
teacher training Is one of the most important phases of the 
business education program.
Some of the questions with which this study will deal
are:
1. What personal qualities are desirable for business 
teachers?
6
2# Wbmt Wokgroond courses are mecessary to prepare 
our Wslness teachers to teach the social-feusiness 
learnings In the hi# school business courses?
3* How much practice teaching should be required of 
students?
h» How much observation should be require of 
students?
5ü How mny method courses should be offered to 
studmuts? What should they include?
6$ How c@ai we pm^vlde more teaching experlmice# 
for studmits in method classes?
7* What problmas mieounterM by beginning business 
teachers, should be discussed in teacher training 
classes?
8. %at amount of actual office m^eri@cce should be 
requirml and idiat advantages come out of this 
actual office experience?
9. What are the minimum standards that should qualify 
the Wsiness teacher and what additional qualifi- 
cations are desirable?
10# What degree of specialisation should be included?
11* What can we do for the professional growth of 
busiimss teachers?
Orasnlsation ot naner* This study is broken down 
into seven parts. Chapter I is devotW to the oroblem of 
the paper.
7
The eeeood part. Chapter II, is oonoemed with the 
tread# ia the traiaing of all aeeoodary-aehool teaeher#. Sere 
the writer will present the major trend# la teaeher twining
education and point out specifically those tread# that appear 
to be affecting the training of business teachers. Two part# 
of the trœads will be reviewed: (1) those that are la evi­
dence and <2) those that indicate future development. Some 
of the factors that produce changes in teacher education 
will also be discussed*
The third part, inoludes Chapter III, and deals with 
some of the business education problems eneoimtered by be- 
ginning business teachers.
In the fourth part. Chapter IV, the writer will propose 
an ideal teacher training program with proposed methods and 
techniques for assisting beginning business teachers in meet­
ing and coping with some of the problem# that are always 
present* It will be claimmd that when proper teaeher training 
emperienee and in-service education is provided, it will serve 
to resolve some of the common problems of the beginning 
teacher.
The fifth part, covered in Chapter V, is a description
of the teacher training program at the University of Puerto 
Rico.
The sixth part, Chapter VI, deals with the next steps 
in improving the teacher tminlng program in business
e€ueatioa at the anlv#r#lty of Puerto Ileo*
The eevemth and final part ia a emmaary of the paper*
<mPT2m II
Tmmms iN TBàcaBR EDocATion 
jum mSI«B86 lEAOHER EDOCAIIOH
It is apparat to anyon# %Aio has studied the changes 
in high schools since the begixming of the eentiâ , that, on 
the whole, there has been a great Improvement In the enriched 
and scientifically constructed curricula, in the better class­
rooms, in the higher standards of achievement that are grad­
ually being adoptW, and aWve everything else, in the better 
preparation of teachers. All this has resulted in improving 
education in general, and business teaching in particular.
The great achievement of the teacher tminlng institu­
tions has been the laising of prof essiosal and general 
educational standards of teacher# to hi# levels. Along with 
this has gone a raising of the standards in business 
education.
Before going into the matter of the specific changes 
that have taken place in education, it seems logical to con­
sider briefly the factors respowible for such changes,
A* imcMm Bhlab a W s m  fdmMm ia
Changes in elementary and secondary school programs, 
should, and do, bring corresponding changes in teacher
education, and vice versa# Schools wishing to aspand their 
offerings in adult education, general business courses, or
10
eore corrloalim activities, or to focus their curricula upon 
the individual needs and problems of the child, need teachers 
lAose preparation includes experimoea and understandings 
necessary to carry out effectively the new school services 
and curriculum desired.
The relative attractiveness of teaching as a profession 
in such matters as salary, duties, load, restrictions and 
general satisfactions and annoyance# of the work, are factors 
which influence tewher-Wucation pMmttices* When marny 
students crowd into the tea^wr^edwatlon curriculum, the 
standards of selection, aehlcvmmsnt In courses, and grad­
uation may be raised, simce greater selection of candidates 
becomes possible*
dome trends in teadber education are related closely 
to general changes In college-wide administrative practices, 
guidance procWures, and general education programs* 
ünlversity-wide or college-wide committees eacerclse powers 
of approval or disapproval over proposed changes in the pro- 
gram for the preparatiw of teachers. Change and lack of 
ohmge in teacher-educatlon practices often can be attributed 
to this situation*
B. W a r  % m s m  ia
Webster's Dictionary defines a treM as an * Inclination 
in a particular direction or course.**̂  This inclination is
m e , imarlsan D l s M m m Z  (Wew York* Books,
11
premmably from a previously knows position or situation 
toward some generally dlseemibl® one,
Rrtenaive disonasion, recommendation or exhortation 
may lead one to assume that change in practice has taken 
place in the direction urged because he bears so muoh about 
it. Wide publication of a need and preaching that it should 
be cared for may have had little or no effect on the con­
dition attacked. There may be a very definite trend in the 
thinking of the philosophers and Intellectual leaders in 
teacher education long before any appreciable difference can 
be noted in the program for the preparation of teachers.
At this point the writer wishes to call attention to 
some definite triads in teacher education which he has noted*
1, %ba jkxsnA JbzxazA m m  mm-
The critical shortage of qualified teachers which has 
existed in the elementary and secondary school for the past 
seven years has been accentuated by striking decreases In 
enrollment in teacher-educatlon programs, especially in 
elementary-scbool teacher education. The prediction of a 
great under-supply of elementary-school teachers for the next 
five to ten years and the striking publicity regarding this 
need, have stimulated efforts in almost every state to get 
more capable young people into teacher education, especially 
elementary.
12
The national #%*) state teaehers assoeiations have 
stiffiiilated activities of chapters of the Patur© Teachers of 
America in high school and colleges, ̂ since enrollmmts in 
elementary education have not increased in proportion to the 
evident need for elementary achool teachers now existing and 
predicted for the next several years, it appears that this 
effort to recruit more eapahl© prospective teachers vlll eoî  
tinu© for a number of years,
2. Ibm Èsmâ m m  awafM W m M m  si Msmim
Since 1930 tüere has been an increasing amount of 
attention directed to the problem of selecting persons to be 
educated as teachers. The original impetus for the improve­
ment em@ from the comparatively large surplus of teachers. 
M m  York and Sew Jersey have had in operation a selects ve 
admission since 1932,3 lately, the public has been awücened 
to the dual need of getting good students into teacher 
training, and sareenlng out the poor ones.
The plans for selective admission have taken several 
forms. One is the administration of tests to determine a 
student’s capacity. Often used are mental tests, English
^George Willard Frasier, M  ^  &tudv
Sl Education, (Hew York* Harper & Brothers, 195X1, p. ^
3ooiml88lon on Teacher Education, S m i m t W  M  Teaeher Education. (Washington, D, G,, American Council on Education,
19^*4), pp. 21—28 *
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proficiency tests, specific aptitude tests, and physical 
eaaainations*^ In addition, the student *s secondary school 
records are often carefully analysed and only those from the 
upper levels of their graduating classes admitted# à newer 
device is the personal interview between the candidate and 
a selection officer or committee at the educational institu­
tion, with a view of placing some evaluation upon the per­
sonality of the individual* On the whole, the persons in 
charge of teacher preparation have been pleased with the 
results, and the belief Is gaining headway that a careful 
selection of the candidates is one of the most Important 
steps in the education of teasers#
3# The trend toward more am&eral education in the
muEBknüm si jmaWm#
In recent years the staffs of professional schools 
have been concerned with educating rather than training their 
students* Thus curriculums in engineering, law, medicine, 
as well as teacher education have been changed to emphasize 
more libemlizlng subjects, and. In general, more breadth 
of culture* Emphasis has been upon well-rounded persons, 
broadly educated in the common elements of living together 
effectively and of enjoying life as Individuals and as
Chris A* De Young, in&aaus&lm M  imslsm W d i A  Mueation* (New York* McSraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 19 0̂), Hew Idition, p. 365*
1*̂
oltlMUM# À number of ehangee in the gemerel education eoa- 
tent have been toward the per si stent-problem approach that 
disregards subject lines* fo this respect Horroeks says;
The trend appears to be to liberalise Idie umdergmduateprogram of courses with increased attention to breadth 
of culture background and to reserve specialization or 
preparation for speelallmtlon other than teaching methods to the graduate year.9
Changes have also been made to offer broad field
courses ia such areas as problems of dmsocraoy, human relations,
and effective living#^ The arts have been given more atten»
tl<m. The Troy Alabama State Tead&ers College and the Western
Michigan College of Education are pioneers in this direction* 7
A number of liberal arts colleges have revised their general
education courses in line with this trend*
%%» jua# mu:» ja MjamnM la
teacher Mueation»
In recent years an Increasing number of teacher 
colleges have set up orientation courses for students in 
education. In these courses attention is given to helping
Ĵ* 1, Horrocks, “Current Issues in Secondary Teacher
^American Council on Education, “A Design for General
^Commission on Teacher Education, The College and Teacher Education  ̂(Washington, D. C., American Council on Education, 19¥i-), pp. 64-71.
the etudent adjust to college, to dleoover juet vbat tea<Alng 
Involves, and to cheek his qualifications for the work of 
teaching with a view toward building his strengths, or to%fard 
shifting him to some vocation other than teaching. These 
courses, sometimes following freshnwuwweek activities, vary 
In length and Intensity from large-group lectures to Indivi­
dual c(Minsellng*8 19*̂ 2 Jwsen found that 996 of the 600 
programs studied had an Introductory course In educatlon*9 
Many of these courses gave definite attention to guidance of 
the student enrolled#
During the last twenty years, as concern has increased 
for caring for the Individual dlfferœces, Individual needs 
and the total living of the students, there has been a steady 
Increase In the amount of guidance service given to all 
college students. Services have been expanded through the 
employment of more general counsellors and more directors of 
counseling as well as through attmoitlon to physical and 
mental health, vocational information and how-to-stady assis­
tance. Making guidance a function of Instruction has been 
stressed Increasingly. Teacher education has led In develop­
ing many of these services in higher education. This trend 
probably will continue to get stronger In the future#
aimtlw ia $ pp. 79-8i.
%orrocks, gp. cit.. pp. 193-207.
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%Xm jümâ jazuua mucA fan
ablld AfTAapmmt#
fhe work of D m  Prewott ia the Qilld Development 
Geaoter at the diversity of Ghlesgo, aaderwrittea m& pro­
moted by the Commleeion on Teaeher Sdneation, end new wder- 
etendlng of how ehildren grow end develop inflneneed many 
edaoetore of teaehers to add eoarses In ehlld development to 
their cnirleulnme, eepeoieHy in elementary Mnoation* end 
to alter present oonreee in psychology end ednoatim by 
putting increased emphasis upon understanding in this area. 10 
Much new llterabare is available regarding the Influence of 
parents, teachers, school practices, end other aspects of 
the envlromeent upon growth end outlook of the child, This 
literature has stienlated college staffs to help prospective 
teachers gain valuable experience and understanding of 
possibilities of pupil frustratltm and of effective growth 
in school situations.
6. Iba jaomi m̂awal iMnrnmlnir Wuming idbozmr
In the bock entitled School and Gemmunitv Laboratory 
ia Ismsbmr Masa&lm* prepared by a committee of
the American Association of Teachers Colleges, it is reported
l̂ Cofflraission on Teacher Education, Evaluation in
iMdhff Bdaga&ioa, m #  aUk#, pp^ 170-172.
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that planned laboratory opportunities before student teaehing 
are relatively unoommon. The report states further that 
experimentation in the direotioa of providing laboratory 
experiences prior to student teaching includes: more time
for laboratory activities, inclusion of such activities in 
the general education courses, planning in terms of individual 
needs and abilities, provision for a wider range of activi­
ties, and co-operative guidance of studmts by college and 
laboratory t eadders. More of such opportunities are provided 
in the elmentary than in the secondary teacher training 
programs. H
There is a general tendency to increase the amount of 
student teaching in teacher-educatlon curiioula. Such ex­
pansion Includes programs of two periods of student teaching 
a day or patterns of all-day experimce in contrast to the 
more standard pattern of one period a day. Often the ex­
perience covers a full-time period frcm two to eighteen weeks 
in a community away from the college.
In 1946 Stiles^2 found that in 18 of 71 teachers 
colleges studied there was some provision for internship
ÜAaerican Association of Teachers Colleges, Sub­
committee of Standards and Surveys Committee, School and 
Community Laboratory Expériences in Teacher Education, 1948 
(New York: Genesee), pV ̂ .
IZl. y, Stiles, "Internships for Prospective High 
School Teadhers Being Trained in Universities," Joumal of 
Educational Research, XXXIX (May, 1948), p. 644.
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teaching* Bishop^3 found 59 schools participating in intern­
ship programs*
Teaehsr-edneatlon programs are Including, and Increas­
ing the amber of, service and leadership experiences for the 
prospective teachers before student teaching is undertaken. 
Included in such experiences are; helping la the schools, 
working with social agwcles, visitation, work for pay, and 
study of individual pupils*
7. IM jüaoà JtoâM mm. mWmslm m m
The stress which the Commission on Teacher Education
gave to methods of working together co-operatively gave 
impetus in teacher education to a trend which has been 
evident in higher educaticaa aM especially in teacher educa­
tion for more than twenty years. Recent practice seems to 
indicate that democracy can be furthered best thru a concern 
for the individual and his opportunities to co-operate with 
others ia making important decisions which concern him. 3-̂ 
Hence staff members, and in some eases students, are gaining 
larger shares in eurrleulum planning, and even in staff 
selection in the teacher-aducation institutions.
3-3cilfford I»* Bishop, "The Selection of Teacher Interns,” 
A a m a i  aC M&mEsb, (May, 19W ) , p. 687.
3-^Comissioa on Teacher Education, The College and
iRRghaz m* all*, pp. 1-10.
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The emphasis upon démocratie oo-operatlon Is shown in 
Improved teaoher-admlnlstrator, teadaer-pupil, and teacher- 
teacher relationships in teaeher education, as well as in 
inter-institutional and college-pupil school relationships.
3. ih Ê  jêzmâ jkaazA sMm: jaW aa& laa  a f i&a msk 
jaj&&a*sB#2a&i9n aZ lsaabei&*
Horroeksl? reports that the trend in seccmdary teacher 
education Is "toward abandoning separate education courses 
in whole or in part in favor of some form of integration," 
and tonmrd decreasing separate courses in principles of 
education while including the principles in other courses.
9. juaoA « u a  ia
Another tendency that has been most noticeable during 
the past ten years is the increasing emphasis on the improve- 
ment of teachers in service*^^ These in-service education 
programs take many forms which may be classified more or less 
as follows I supervision by helping teachers or supervisors, 
Internships, summer school study, extension classes, corres­
pondence study, school visitation, and travel. Teachers are 
frequently encouraged by salary increases to pursue additional 
study, or in some areas, they are required to do a small
^%orrocks, loe. olt.
l6commis8ion on Teacher Education, Improvement qI 
M u e ^ o n , (Washington, D. C. American Council on
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amount of postgraduate study every few years.
Workshops in teaeher edueation, started by the 
Progressive Education Association In the Eight Year Study
and later promoted and underwritten by the Commission on 
Teacher Education, have cKpanded in number and purpose until 
they have become an important part of the in-service prepara­
tion of teachers*3-7 Local school districts, state departments 
of education, and local, state and national educational 
associations have found these workshops extremaly valuable 
in curriculum revision, In clarifying of goals, and In de- 
veloplng oo-operatlve endeavors on state, regional, or 
national basis. Teacher education administrators and staff 
members have given much attention to this and other phases of 
in-service Mucatloa of teachers in recent years#
10. jüamâ JbamzA I m d È W m  Ihs af
There are unmistakable signs that point in the direc­
tion of a longer period of pre-service preparation for
teaching.
Throughout the decade, beginning with the year 1930, 
the curriculum for elementary school teachers and for teachers 
of so—called special subjects was «Eteaded from two or three 
to four years, often following Increases in certification re­
quirements. In thq preparation of secondary school teachers
pp. 39-^1. 
pp. 2-3.
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the lengthening of the cnrrloulnm has been less rapid, although 
there has been a gradual increase in the number of five-year 
eurricula in teacher education*^9
11* i z W  üs2$easâ fmMmAing q.Uæâæ^ im 
MasaMsti*
Between 1920 and 1935 most of the surviving normal 
schools in the United States became teachers* colleges, 
adding four-year programs for the preparation of elementary 
and of secondary school teachers respectively*20 since 1935 
many have developed programs leading to the Master’s degree* 
Universities and colleges formerly preparing only secondary 
school teachers have added elementary-school curriculum 
to their programs, and axpanalon into programs for teachers 
of industrial arts, home economics, business subjects, 
vocational subjects, and physical education has occurred 
frequently,
12* ami ism s m m ^  aaHmm.
Since 1935 many teachers colleges have offered non- 
tcaching curriculums leading to bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees, and have chained their name to ”state college” or 
%tate university,” dropping the word "teachers” from their 
titles. "Teachers college" is rapidly taking the place of
pp. 104-107. 
aOjttii., pp. 55-61.
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^normal schools** as a name for teacher-preparation institu­
tions*^ Bnrollmeat in noz&»tea<̂ ing cnrrioolams frequently 
are greater than those leading to teaching# Such changes 
alter materially the «iviromment of prospective teachers and 
the emphasis in their preparation.
13. iMoi ioKAiÉ hAtfr jaauam&lm, tmuM, a M
salaries of staff iMiahers.
The treM toward better preparation of staff members 
in tmwcher education has been evident almost since the 
beginning of teacher education in the United States. Pressure 
of accrediting agencies has caused miny teachers to take 
leave of absence for the purpose of adding to their prepara­
tion. Mrlng the war many temporary appointments included 
people not well prepared, but few permanent appointments 
were made of teachers with little preparation. The trend 
toward Increasing the preparation of the staff members, as 
new members are appointed, is likely to continue for a number 
of years.
Substantial increases in salaries have occurred over 
the years but there is question whether or not they have 
kept up with the increased cost of living over the same 
period.
^Wari Reeder, The of Public School
Adaigistration, (Hew York: The Macmillan Company, W l )  »
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The Impetus given evaluation through the program of 
the Comission on Teacher Education has moved the staffs of 
many teaeher*training institutions to look mere carefully at 
the results of their programs*^^ The increased literature in 
this field has been of waoh help. Workshops have offered 
Improved opportunities for developaent of evaluation programs. 
Accrediting agencies have furthered this movement through 
their insistence upon institutional studies as a basis for 
accreditation.
0. irmoda M  W A m & a
Practices in the field of education are always in the 
process of evolution; business education is no exception to 
this rule. Probably thei^ is some justification in believing 
that progress to some extent depeads upon the promptness in 
recognising these evolutionary movements. The rapidity of 
the progress in education is somewhat dependent upon the 
early recognition of trtmds. It is desirable therefore to 
examine closely the movements that ax« in operation in 
Wsiness education, as well as those that may be forthcoming.
Granting that it is difficult to determine the direction 
of any movement, this writer will try to identify apparent 
trends and potential movements.
^^Commission on Teacher Education, The Imurovemmit of
la&BMz &li#, p. 102,
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For organisational purposes, the trends In business 
education will be presented in two groups; first, those 
developments which seem to be definitely taking shape at the 
present time, and second, those desirable developments which 
may rmteria3d.se in the future and to which ample recognition 
should be givmi*
1. maismmjkm m m  M  AarnAloa.
Among the current developments in tmsiness education 
that seem to be of considerable importance are the following* 
They may vary in the extent of their importance in various 
parts of the United States but they are generally recognized 
by most educators in the field*
a* a w m M  «MKl#»# ËSL W i O M s
Administrators are realizing that formal education, 
good as it may be, is not all that Is needed in the training 
of the most effidi#it business teachers*
Hansen expresses this view with reference to work ex­
perience for business teachers as follows*
Definite provisions for business experience are to 
be incorporated into the program of business teacher 
education* Certainly the trend in business teacher Question will be toward requiring business experience
of prospective business teachers* There is much important 
work to be done in this area«̂ 3
^^enneth J* Hansen, “Administrators* Division in 
Action," 2 M  R m W m â  M m m l W  A m rWly, xvii(December, 1948), p. 10*
2$
Worthwhile oxperionoe In business say be obtained on 
either the pre-servloe or on the In-serMoe level. Sohool 
systems which formerly required their teachers to return 
to college for refresher tmining within specified Intervals 
are now permitting business experience obtained In the out-of- 
school season to meet this requirement. Educators are re­
cognizing the fact that the teacher must have applied know­
ledge of his subject matter If business education is to be 
practical# Certain knowledges may never be obtained from 
textbooks alone. Teachers who have had worthwhile experience 
in an offioe or retail estaMlshment are better able to assist 
the student In making proper application of formal classroom 
instruction* Such a teacher is also In a position to smln- 
tain better relationships with the businesses In the school 
community— businesses which absorb his product*
All prospective business teachers at Oamegie Institute 
of Technology are required to spend one full day each week 
during their senior year in an office under supervision*^
b. Immmû jjAaMuA im Mmls WmWm Mm§Sâm*
Business teachers in general are recognising that one 
of the major functions of business education should be to 
provide training for living* One of the purposes of Wucation
' ghJames Gemmell, "Recent Developments in Business Education." The American Business Educmti^ Yearbook, (lew 
York* lew York %iversity BookstoMTwaT» pT^F.
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In Ameriomn democracy as formulated by the Educational Policies 
Gommisslon,^^ is economic efficiency. According to Leith, 
basic business education, "Is that part of consumer education 
which helps boys and girls to learn to do a better job of 
managing their own personal business affairs."26 Hayden's 
definition of basic business education is "that area of 
business education which includes the economic experiences 
needed by all students."^7
Educators are recognising the fact that business 
education contrlMtes in some way to each of the broader 
objectives of general education, making its greatest con­
tribution in the area of Education for Economic Efficiency*28
The widespread recognition of the major contribution 
that basic business education can make to economic literacy 
and to sucowsful handling of personal and family business 
problems has exerted a string influence on educational 
literature on the preparation of teachers in basic business 
education.
^^Hational Education Association, Educational Policies Commission, at MUWAloa(Washington, D, C,, The Commission, 193̂ )*
^%arold Leith, "Standards in Basic Business Education,"
l@M Forum. IV, (November, 19̂ 9), p# 35»
^Carlos K. Hayden, "The Place of Basic Business Education in the High School Curriculum," DBEA Forum. IV (December, 19̂ 9), p# 32#
^%erbert A. Tonne, et al, U a t W g  at ToAohin,Subjects. (New York* The Gregg Publishing Company,
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e. HteKiaâJlM h m l m m  iMtiasââ-
More atteatlon is being given to the question of 
standards in business subjects. Efforts are being made to 
select those students who can profit by advanced study in a 
given skill# Recent writings appearing in business education 
have e»Q)baalsed the importance of developing standards for 
business courses*^
With the use of improved methods of teaching, new 
teaching techniques, and Improved materials, many teachers 
are now able to accomplish In one year of typewriting in­
struction what formerly required two years of instruction# 
Teachers and administrators are asking if one-eighth (two 
years) of the total time provided for a high school education 
to the developing of a typewriting skill can be justified. 
Students are now taught in two semesters to take dictation 
at rates of 80-120 words a minute, where previously it has 
taken at least four semesters to attain such stenographic
sklll.SO
Classes In retailing aM general salesmanship are 
now closely correlate with part-time work experience in the 
dlstriWtlve oeeupaticns, thus making them much moie meaning­
ful and effective. Such practices mean more t3%ining In less
Q. Walters, and 0. A. Rolan, jgrlnclules__
g m t o M  iBSiSSSS MySsMmi CClncinnatli South-Western Publishing Company, 1950), pp. 223-224-.
3°JÈU.. p. 109.
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time with greater ©ffieiency. Many of the advancements cm
be credited to those individuals in the service schools during 
the recent war, who dared to question old methods of teaching
and ^^©riaent with new teehaiques*^^
e# ImiawMA twAlmg Whalowe m i aalWa*
Teachers are now taught to teach for the entire class. 
No longer does the typing teacher teach from behind a desk 
where much of the period is spent checking papers. Instead, 
the entire period is baing devoted to closely supervised, 
directed study. The same thing is happmiing in all business 
subject matter areas,32
Teachers are learning that many of the business sub­
jects lend themselves to instruction by dAsonstratlon by 
both teacher and students,33 The modem teachers are learn- 
Ing to use audio-visual aids with greater effectiveness.
The wide-awake teacher plans field trips and uses demon­
strations, movies and many other aids to tie the instruction 
into the activities of the commun!ty,3^ Some teachers of
The American Business Education The Itoivèrsitv of New York Bookst*
19*̂ 7), pp. 346-391.
^%orme, cit., pp. 202-203.
^^alters and Nolan, on. eit., p. 208.
^Sîalters and Nolan, cit.. pp. 210-218,
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shorthand #nd typwrlttng ar# now #%p*nm«atlng with mutcmmtla
reeordlng aoohaaisas, The wire reeorder is finding its place 
in the remedial Instmotlon of the class,31?
The smccessfnl teacher today spends a good portion of 
each period checking teehaiqnes, giving Individual sagges- 
tions5 offering help to those who need it, enconraging those 
WÎM) are having difficulty, and challenging those who may not 
he eaqiendlng a modhmm effort. The modem teacher is really 
bringing out the best that is in every stndent,3^
With the imereaeed nee of sndlo^visnal aids today, 
educators are recognising the need for training business 
teeshers to become acquainted with the use and évaluation of 
current audio-vleual materlala,37
f. hazm la af
teachers.
A number of tmsiness teacher training institutions are 
following their graduates into their jobs and actually 
assisting them in adjusting to their new responsibilities. 
Specialists from the institution which has trained the new
3%ohn J. Grass, "indio-Vlsiu&l Aids to Shorthand Teaching,* aggi&um, V, (October, 19$0), pp. 3 2 ^ .
3^elea Borland, "Collegiate Business Education 
Problmss," AxMAgan aw#ln#g# 71* (May, 19#),p. 220.
Dana Gibson, "Needed«W(ore Audio-Visual Courses," DBBA faam, m  (January, 1949), pp. 30~31.
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teacher visit her or him In the classroom and by helpful con­
sultation, demonstration, and confercaices help In his adjust­
ing to his new duties*38 Hew teacher clinics are being 
developed whereby the first, second, and third year teachers 
are Invited back to the campus for the purpose of discussing 
teaching problems occurring in their experiences. Demon­
strations may be provided in the clinic for showing just how 
certain troublesome problems may be overcome.
A majority of business teacher training institutions 
are developing workshops, conferences, and clinics on and 
off their campuses for helping teachers with their classroom 
problems*39
S* Gloser eoouaration between school and comnmltv.
There is a trmâ toward making greater use of the 
community in which the school is located* Through the retail 
establishments, opportunity is provided for work experience 
trainii%* Teachers take an active part in oommmity services 
and clubs while businessman serve as immbers of advisory 
boards which help to direct activities of the classroom pro­
gram* This alliance enables the business teacher to check 
the effectiveness of his teaching and to strengthen weak- 
nesses as they appear in training program* By being active
^4(arjorie C* Winslow, *Bsnderson*s Visitation 
BwAinMm A&agaiilw, Yii («Vi I9$i),
^9(kmmell, SiSf cit., p* 334#
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la the bueiaess eomaaalty, the teaeher flada ohannele for a 
foUow-throagh of gradaatea. A# the teaeher beeomea more 
keealy aware of local employmwit* pereoaael aad labor re* 
latloaa, hia classea become more reallatlo aliwe the aabjeet 
matter la Interwovea with oommalty affaira. Greater interest 
aad iaceatlre oa the part of the stadeats is bound to de* 
velop. The currlQUlum» too, gradually adjaats itself to 
meet the actual needs of the students catering employment in 
the eonmamity#*^
h. Imnrowment of sWdeat teaching.
The goal of many teacher trainers is that of providing 
more realistic student teaming mEperieaees* There is a 
marked trend toward provldiag an opportunity for teaching 
throughout the entire day and participating la the ertra- 
classroom activities of the curriculum#**^ Teacher training 
students are being required to observe the work of mmy 
business teachers working under varied circumstances similar 
to those likely to be encountered by the new teacher. Ob* 
servatlon is then followed by supervised laboratory school 
teaching I which is finally followed by actual eaqperlsnce in 
the field as a "student teacher*’*
"̂ *%heodore Yerian* "Businessmen Cooperate with Business Education*" T!MA Forum. If, (May, 1950), pp. 9-11.
^^tkmmission on Teacher Education, The ^hmrovcment of
lEEGhar BaiMAtion, am. mit*# pp. 100*101.
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Tb#r# 1* a tendaxMqr tmmrd allowlag more time and 
eellege credit for etndent teaehlag and obeervatlon*
Three major treads In programs of stndeat-teaehlagi 
identified la the eltoatlons aeleoted for stndy daring the
life of the Gwmlsslon on Teacher Bdneatlon seem of 
slgolfloemoe;
1# Toward providing more eacperlenee with children, 
schools t and mmmmltles prior to etndent teaching.2# Toward relating earlier professional study more intimately to studemt teaching propmp*
3# Toward arranging for an eatended^ full-time 
student teaching eaperlenoe eff»oampne*^
i* ààâM m n W l d  m  mmmssMm*
It has not been very long since a meager knowledge 
of typewriting, shorthand mad bookkeeping was all that was 
considered neeesaary for becoming a business teacher* Mmin* 
istrators have learned to appreciate the additional capacities 
of the business teacher who not only has a #orough training 
in all the phases of business management and relationships 
but also genmral ednmatlon outside of the business field.
Most of the colleges and universities now training teachers 
have developed an enriched curriculum providing for a broad 
general education In the major areas of knowledge. These 
same schools are providing for a thorough program of business 
courses which develop, in addition to skills, a good working 
knowledge of business management, finance, organisation,
^^Commisslon on Teacher Education, TbS Improvement pfTeacher Education, on. eit., p. 268,
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marketing; Wslmeeg law, personnel problems, retailing, and 
so fortb.^3
U  A x m W  dmmoA for in afCka mehing#.
Business is demendlng a working knowledge of calculat­
ors, duplicators, recorders, bookkeeping machines, and many 
other specialised machines used in the modem offices# In­
creased enrollment in filing and machine courses Is la 
response to business demands# Teacher training institutions 
are preparing business teachers to teach the operation of 
business machines.**^
k. Amimmgkwi sradeb*
Membershlp in the professional business education
organisations is increasing. The United Business Education 
Association, a Department of the Rational Education Association 
of the Ihiited States, reports a total of 6,280 members In the 
Assoclatlmi* The Increase of its members during the year 
1950-51 was 1,131» The goal of the association is 10,000#*+5 
This treM is not decidedly imtlceable yet, but with further 
development in affiliation of state and national organiza­
tions, greater growth in numbers and unity can surely be
^̂ Bowe, clt., pp. 23-30.
^George M. Hittler, "Office Machines Instruction in 
Teacher Training Institutions," Rational Association of Business-Teacher Twtiaing Institutions, Bulletin No. 36, 
May, 1945, pp. 10-16.
7, (February, 1991), pp^ 9-7#
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ezp#oted.46 provision for student nwmAwrshlp at reduoed
rates Is helping to iatrodnoe new teaehers to the national 
organlzatloos at an earlier age# Sow® sehools are developing 
oourses In whleh student mamhershlp in one of the national 
or state organizations is a requlremwit. The inoreased 
interest In the professional organisations in standards ̂ 
aeoredlting of Instltntlons for training of teaehers, large 
soale research and administrative problems should further 
professional gmnfth.
2. faAhtr Wlnssg
In addition to the apparent established trends there 
are certain movement# that appear to be ready to make their 
debut In the field of business teaeher training# Some 
evidence points to the direction which some of these move, 
ments may be eaqpeoted to follow* Borne of the more pertinent 
developments %dilch seem to be evidencing themselves are as 
follows*
a# Development of hi# uniform standards.
b. Less mmphasl# to be placed on skills In small 
high schools.
e# Planned recruitment of business teachers.
d. Longer periods of training for business teachers*
e, GemsMLL or basic business education will probably
7, (January^ 19$1)$ PP. 7-8*
3^
bew>me more Important In the boalneea teaeher
training program,
f. Certification of business teachers into four areass 
secretarial, bookkeeping, gmieral business, and 
distributive education,
g. More research in the field,
h. More and better business and school relations,
i. Unification of business teacher associations,
Trmds are determined by facts learned from previous 
surveys m*d current pmctice, Experienae enables us to study 
and evalimte both o®yr past and future programs. These trends 
should be analysed to see which ones are not dependent for 
their success upon local eonditims, and therefore, could be 
employW,
The methods of teacher training used in institutions 
of higher learning in the United States can point the way 
in Puerto Rico to higher standards of teacher education,
TM  Mksults of various pWaes of teacher training 
and of business teadher training have been presented for 
the purpose of shewing the present direction of teacher 
preparation.
The general trends in teacher education covered in 
this chapter are#
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1# More motive reoruitment of prospective teachers*
2. A broad general education for prospective 
teachers*
3# More attention to guidance in teacher education*
%* More concern for understanding child development. 
5, Increase and Improve laboratory and field 
experience in teacher education*
6* fephasis upon dœaocratlc co--operation in teacher 
education*
7* Closer integration of the work in the preparation 
of teachers*
8* More attention to iuwaervioe training*
9# LeuLgthenlng the preparation of teacher education* 
10* Expanding the courses offered.
11* Eliminatimi of separate teaehers colleges.
12. Longer tamure, better salaries for staff msmibers* 
13* Increase emphasis on evaluation of the results of 
the programs*
The trends that appear to be effecting the training 
of teachers of business subjects are:
1* An increasing awarm&ess on the part of teacher 
training institutions for the need of some kind of actual 
business mcperience for the business teacher.
2. More interest in meaning, purpose and scope of 
basic or general business education.
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3# Ineremsed attention for the Improvement of business 
teacher atmadardm.
hm Intensive shortened periods of training In the 
basic business skills.
5. Dnproved teaching methods and techniques.
6. Increased in-service training for business 
teachers.
7 m Better public relatlcais between the community and 
the school.
8. An Increase In the ̂ ount of time spent In student 
teaching.
9* Greater emphasis upon the academic preparation 
beyond the basic skills and broader foundation in basic 
business principles.
10. More office machines training.
11. Professional growth of the business educators 
which seem to point toward closer unity In the profession.
CHAPTER III 
PROHLBMS FACIHC BECimmiG BUSINESS TEACHERS
The purpoae of this chapter is to state some of the 
actual classroom problems facing beginning business teachers, 
To this point, Himebaugh says*
In preparing business teadbers. the teacher’s college faculty must keep foremost in mind the 
necessity of reaching down to the Innermost depths 
of the wderlylng purposes of business and generaleducation as wttmlly faced by the business teachers In real situatims in their respective fields. There 
should be no gap or broken relationships between college training of commercial teachers and the 
business training of high school students.
The problems which the high school business teacher 
must solve in the dally routine on the job should be 
the basis of attaining the mastery of the field offered by the teacher-training Institution through 
its business education departmnt.l
Problems of teaching baslnesa subjects are In a
general way no different than those in any other field, how­
ever they must have real practical application.
Teacher-training students should be given the oppor­
tunity to learn first hand something about the problems 
encountered by business teachers under normal clrcuamtances. 
This can be done by providing opportunity to these students 
to observe business teachers In actlw under many and varied 
circumstances. Classroom work should provide adequate
D̂. H. Himebaugh, "Preparing Business Teachers In
(leptember̂ ^̂ îHI) ’ ^  W W B #  M m M m t  XIX,
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diseussioas of common teaching problems together with 
desirable constructive teaching activities. After adequate 
background has been developed, teacher*#training students 
should then W  sent into the field to take notes and observe 
desirable practices in action, making every effort to gain 
information about tried and successful practices of 
eaqperimcM teachers.
The success or failure of learning is measured in the 
degree iritti which the problem is understood. After an 
Intelligmit discussion of the observations made by the 
teacher-#training students in a classroom situation, the 
extent and nature of many of the basic problems can be de­
termined.
With this assumption before us, peïhaps it would be 
well to examine some common problems confronting first-year 
business teachers. These problems are derived from the 
actual experience of the writer, mà from discussion with 
experienced and beginning teachers. In considering these 
problems the writer will dlfuct his attention to the bus­
iness subjects most commonly tmight in the secondary school 
namely— typewriting, shorthand, transcription, and 
booMceeping, These problems will be classified under 
objectives, techniques, materials and equipment, testing 
and grading, and standards.
A. The problems presented In establishing objectives*
_ Objectives
1# The aims of the typewriting conrse.
2. Grade level when typewriting should be offered.
3» The number of semesters of typewriting that should be offered.
The number of credits that should be given for each semester.
5. Onits of instruction that should be emphasised In the third and fourth semester of typewriting.
6. Increase in speed in stralght-eopy material that shouM be empected in each semester.
7# The offering of personal-use typewriting.
8. The offering of a separate class for the personal-use course.
9. The credit that should be given for one semester personal* use course.
10. The time erasing should be taught.
11. The non-textbook activities that can be Included.
12. The areas of Information that students should master along with their typewriting skill,
13* The time production work should be started.
l4. The methods to be used in providing for individual differences.
ëharthaoa - objectives
1. The aims of shorthand instruction.
2. The grade level when shorthand should be taught.
3* The number of semesters of shorthand that should beoffered.
4-, The basis on which students are selected for shorthand classes.
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Whether typewrlttog should preoede beginning shorthand or If it should be taken concurrently»
6» The justification for shorthand in the small high school*
- objectives
1# The objectives of the transcription course.
2* Whether transcription should be taught as a separate 
subject*
3* The semesters of shorthand and transcription that shouldprecede transcription*
4. The semesters that should be devoted to transcription training*
5* The provision for transcription training when only one 
year of shorthand is twght*
6. The correlation of Buglish, spelling and typewriting.
7* The pre-requisites for enroUmant in transcription#
A K&keWng - objectives
1* The main objectives of the bookkeeping course.
2. The levels at which first-year bookkeeping should be 
offered in the high school*
3* The advisability of offering second-year bookkeeping to 
high school students, aæd if offered who should be per­mitted to enroll In the course,
4. The building of the first-year bookkeeping program around 
the record-keeping activities rather than the vocational
activities*
5* The emphasis that should be placed on traits of accuracy, neatness, orderliness, thoroughness, and responsibility,
6. The advisability of presenting vocational terminology aM theory to the average high school student.
7. The requlremmit of business arithmetic as a prerequisite to bookkeeping or the integration of it into the book­keeping course.
h2
S# fh© value of edbool bookkeeping as m  exploratory coarse to determlme the pupil's interest in and aptitude for the opportunities offered by accounting as a
profession*
9* The use and value of practice sets and workbooks in high school bookkeeping#
B# The problems presented In teaching techniques:
XxnmaltW • Techniques
1# The best approach for #ie teaching of the keyboard.
2* The practice periods that should be devoted to the teach#* ing of the keyboaM#
3« Whether the accuracy or speed approach should be stressed#
4, The speed and accuracy devices that can be used for the
first and second semester*
5* The tmchlng of business letters and addressing en­
velopes*
6. The pres^tatlon of tabulation.
7* The techniques to use in teaching direct dictation and composition on the type%n?iter*
8, Teaching pupils how to evalimte and proofread type­
written copy#
Shorthand - Techni#ies
1. The best approach to the teaching of shorthand.
2* The best methods of developing speed in shorthand.
3. The development of the ability to write unfamiliar words.
4. The different rates of dictation that should be given to 
studmits of different levels of ability.
#̂ The developient of automatic response to brief forms and phrases#
6. Bridging the gap from taking dictation with books open to taking it with books closed, aM  to taking unfamiliar material.
*̂3
7. The time and method vhen new dictation should he presented*
8. The use of penmanship drills.
9. The time and method when pre-transcription should he taught#
10. Teaching students how to study shorthand effectively.
11. The requirement of a stated number of pages for homework.
12. The amount of paper checking that should he done by the 
teacher#
13* The advantages to be gained through a week or so of class directed practice.
1̂ . Whether the use of the key by the pupils facilitates the learning of shorthand.
15* The remedial Instruction to be provided for pupils of 
different levels of ability#
. Te^Ullques
1. The techniques that should be used In teaching studentsto read cold notes.
2. The methods to be used In teaching transcription.
3* The transcription aids and devices that should be used.
4. The devices to be used in teaching students to read whiletranscribing#
5* The drills that may be used for building transcription speed.
6. The responsibility for proofreading that should be placed on the students,
7. The methods of teaching students how to handle materials efficiently during the transcription period.
1. The best approach to use in presenting the bookkeepingcycle#
2, The motlv&tloa of bookkeeping students daring the firstweek of the eoorse#
3, The necessity of detailed directions and suggestions in presenting a new assignment.
hé The relation of bookkeeping Instruction to the business activities of the commmlty In order to make the course practical.
5. The use and value of supplementary materials, workbooks, and practice sets#
6. The division of assignments between practice sets and 
short specific problems.
7. The advisability cdT working on practice sets and problems outside the classroom#
8. The minimizing of copy work by pupils#
9# The motivation of slew students.
10. Keeping superior students occupied while special attention Is given to the slower students.
11* The use of the blackboard.
12. The amount of chapters to be covered from 20th Century aookkeenln* textbook during the first year, and secmal year.
C# The problems presented In choosing materials and
equipment;
Typewriting - Materials and Equipment
1. The evaluation of testboĉ s.
2# The supplementary books that may be used in the first andseoond#.semester of typewriting.
3# The materials that are available from the manufacturersof typewriters and publishing companies.
hé The visual aids available In the field.
5. The tests available in the field,
6, Suitable tests other than speed tests.
7, fhe minimum eqalpaent that a modem typewriting room 
should have.
8. Considerations in seleeting maablne# and instructional equipment.
9# The advantages and disadvantages of electric typewriters.
10* The maximum use of the business machines. The plans for replacement*
11* Whether non-business students end teachers may use the typewriters*
12# The meximnm number of typewriters in the typewriting
room.
13* à satisfactory repair aWl service plan for typewriters. 
1 -̂, The makes of typewriters in the typewriting room.
15* The height of typewriting tables and chairs.
16. The types of demonstration stsmds that can be secured.
17. The advantages aM disadvantages of the keyboard charts.
- Materials and Bqulpmsnt
1. The texts m&d supplementary materials recommended for
first and second semester of sWrthand.
2. The supplementary Woks that can be used for additional dictation by the teaWer.
3* The free teaching materials available from the publishers 
of shorthand tmtbooks*
The minimum equipment for the shorthand room.
5. The use of pen Instead of pencils in taking dictation.
6* The visual aids for the shorthand room.
Transcription - Materials and Equipmmit
1. The transcription books and supplementary materlala available*
2. The materials that should be required other than the textbook.
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3* fhe miainmm equipment for the transcription room* 
aookkeenliiK - Materials and Equipment
1* The use of practice sets with or without business papers for those which follow chapter assignments,
2* The additional practice sets available for use with the 
tcztboWi:,
3. The practice sets to be required during the first-year and second-year course.
4# The control of material handed in by the students that
is to be retained by the teacher.
The use of ink wells and red ink in the bookkeeping room,
6, The visual aids available In the field.
7* The minimum equipa^nt for the bookkeeping room.
8, The use of business machines In the bookkeeping room,
9* The use of lockers and storage space in which to placematerials and practice sets*
10, Desirable desks or tables for a bookkeeping room#
D, The problems presented in testing and grading.
Typewriting - Testing and dradlng
1. The use of objective tests in typewriting,
2, The material to be included in the final test,
3* The use of production tests,
4. The time to use net words per minute correct words
per minute (GWPM) or gross words per minute (QWPM).
5. The basis for grading at the end of the first, second, 
third and fourth semester,
6. The use of the budget plan for grading.
7. The grading of production work.
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Sborthand - Testing and Grading
1# The different types of tests available.
2. The percentage of errors permitted in tests.
3# The value of word and theory tests.
4. Length of time straight dictation tests should be given.
The basis for marks#
Tranmmrintion - Testing and Grading
1. Whether tests should be given on Bagllsh fundamentals.
2. The kind of material that should be used for the finaltest.
3. Whether mailable copy and speed of production should be considered in assigning a final grade.
bookkeeping - Testing and Grading
1. The frequency with which tests should be given.
2. The use of standardisé and *problm& point** tests#
3# The sound basis for evaluating the achievement of pupils.
4# The grading of objective and “problem point" tests#
5* The grading of practice sets and outside problems.
6. The reduction of time required to mark papers.
Z. The problems presented in setting standardst 
IZKMÜjÜag - Standards
1, The standards of achievement expected of pupils at various stages*
2, The tliw when standards on stralght-copy should be baséon correct woés per minute or on net words per minute*
3, Whether the standards for personal-use typewriting should be the same, as for vocational.
1+8
The performanae standard* that should be eonslderad In typing tasks like business letters, envelopes, stencils, rough drafts, tabulation, manuscripts and transcription.
5. The persons who should set up the standards of achievement#
Shorthand #. Standards
1. The speed requirements m  practiced matter required at the end of the first and second semester of shorthand,
2. The speed requirements on new-matter dictation required at the end of the first and second semester.
3. The mlalanm standards for passing in each semester of shorthand*
IfaoagriPtAQn, - standards
1. The average rate of transcription at the end of the course*
2, The percentage of typewriting rate that should beattained In transcription,
3* The minimum standard below which any student would not be vocationally trained,
h. Whether there should be a requirment that a certain number of letters or a certain percentage of letters be mailable,
BooMceaning _ Standard*
1. The responsibility for accuracy In arithmetic in solving 
bookkeeping problems.
2. The minimum standards for the first and second semester of bookkeeping.
3. The number of practice sets that should be completed during the first and second-year bookkeeping*
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GUmiABY
If the potential teaoher, while still In training, 
will try to reeognlae many of the perennial business education 
problems, be will go far toward learning how to cop* with 
many of the difficulties before they are actually encountered 
In a teaching situation.
To be a successful teaoher one must, first of all; 
analyze his teaching procedures sufficiently well to spot 
learning difficulties and problems* The teacher who re­
cognises clearly the problem# that must be solved--the 
difficulties that must be overcome— In order that his students 
may get the most out of the course, has taken the first 
In ImprovlDg his teaching practices. His next move Is to 
determine by readings, by review of research studies, and 
by careful experimentation what should be done to handle 
these problems efficiently*
It Is important, then, that teacher-training institu- 
tlons make prospective teachers aware of their instructional 
problems* In this way they wiH be able to work co-operatively 
In the job toward sensible solutions and ultimately Improve 
their teaching*
Worth-while progress should be made toward helping 
the beginning teacher In meeting the problems that arise In 
his initial period of teaching* The solutions of many of 
these problems and many other problems are of extreme
$0
Importance not only to the beginning teachers but to those 
with many years of experience as well. One can readily see 
that the good teacher will always be on the lookout for 
problems, as well as a solution to them.
CHAPTER 17
AH IDEAL B98INB86 TEACHER TRAINIHG PR08RAH
Thl* chapter will deal with what would be an Ideal 
business*teaoher training program, A oareful study was made 
by the writer of the extensive literature that was related 
directly to the subjeet of Wslness*teaoher education# This 
literature included such material as articles in professional 
magazines, research studies, yearbooks of professional 
associations* reports of educational committees, surveys of 
teaiAers* professional education books, business-education 
periodicals, monographs* the national Business Education 
Association bulletins* and the bulletins of the National 
Association of Business^teacher Training Institutions of the 
United States*
Dr* Popkner, Chairmui of the Department of Business 
Education, at Teachers College, Columbia Uhiversity, in an 
article about the Improvement of teacher preparation states*
A number of Important studies relating to teacher pre];»ratlon have been conducted in recent years. Most of these studies have dealt with the number of semester hours of general education, of technical preparation and of professional preparatitm# For the most part, teacher* training institutions have been affected very little by these studies# Patterns established for the preparation of teachers of academic subjects continue to be followed in most cases by those who are preparing teachers of business subjects.
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That a change is needed is evidenced by the large rnmber of young people who begin their preparation for
office or store work in the high schools* and either never complete it or find it necessary to spend several months in schools beyond the high school before they 
are ready to take a position,i
Before going into the matter of the specific ideal
business teacher-training program, it seems logical to con­
sider briefly the recruitment and selection of teachers.
Definite efforts are belr^ made among teacher-training 
institutions in the United States toward a progressive pro­
gram of selection, admission, elimination, and final certi­
fication for teaching.
In the introduction to the section on school staff in 
Evaluative Oriterla. the following two paragraphs contain 
pertinent statements concerning selection of teaching 
personnel*
â competent staff is one of the indispensable elements 
of a good school* Such a staff should not be merely a 
collection of individually competent persons. It should be a cooperative group having common purposes and moti­vated by Gommn ideals. Bach member of such a staff should give evidence of awareness and understanding of educational problems and of continuous professional growth. Before election to the staff each member should produce evidence of thorough preparation for his parti­cular task and of possession of such personal traits as are requisite to teaching and to associating with youth. Diversity of preparation and viewpoints are desirable for a well-rounded staff, but its members should have the ability and the desire to work together, cheerfully,
^Hamden L. Forkner, «£et*s Improve Teacher Preparation," Educational Forum. (January-Pebruary, 1948), p. 12,
%
hanmonlously, and effectively for the good of the school and Its pupils.
In the selection of individual staff members atten­tion should be given to teaching ability# personality, health# and character. Each staff member should have broad# general scholarship, thoirough preparation In his special field, professional competence# and reasonable 
social development.2
Selective admission, a practice now followed by more 
than a few of the professional schools, Is a practice of this 
modem age In which spwlallzatlai Ims shown the %%y to 
increased efficiency and ever higher standards of living.
The high regard In which the practice is held by the business 
world Is made clear by Snyder# when he writes:
And the selection of the right person for the right work Is equally Important to society, as a whole# the sole means of utilizing to the full its productive capacity. The material benefits from such a system would be Immense, but not more important than the rescue of hundreds of thousands of frustrated, disappointed, unhappy lives— impaled upon impossible ambitions of careers# for which they have no talent or adaptability.3
Admission requirements among different types of 
institutions vary considerably. Holley^ In a study, made at 
the University of North Carolina during 19^2-19^3, of patterns 
of pre-service business teacher education In 87 members of 
the National Association of Business-Teacher Training
^Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards#
____— ;lve Criteria. (Washington, D. C., The Cooperative Study, 1939)# p.
3carl Snyder, Capitalism the Creator. (New York* The Macmillan Company, 1940), p. 280.
National Business Teachers Association, The Changing 
Business Education Curriculum, qm» clt.. pp. 202-203.
Institutions, reports that 4o institutions specified English, 
matbanatlos, and social studies as the high school subjects 
most frequently required for admission. Eleven institutions 
took into consideration the student's rank in his graduating 
class. The scholastic record was reported as the chief 
method for eliminating the mediocre student by sixty-two 
institutions, once he has entered the business education 
program# Personality charts, achievement tests, and aptitude 
tests were reported by other Institutions as a basis for 
selection.
The general characteristics essential for superior 
teaching are not revealed by a single measurement, but among 
the various devices for selective admission of students into 
a teacher training program are: up<m scores on intelligence
tests, personality scales, a emulative record covering the 
whole previous life of the candidate, high school scholastic 
record, participation in extra-cuirlcular activities, mental 
hygiene and personal development, confidential recommendations 
from the high school principal, physical examination, quality 
of voice, use of language, and personal interviews.
The Commission on Teacher Education states the 
following concerning the recruitment and selection of 
teachers:
Recruitment is a responsibility that should be shared by the faculties of both high schools and colleges, and 
that may receive helpful support from the state depart­ments of education. The basic approach should be through
developing first rate progrEcas of general vocational guidance. The task of helping young people to select a life work wisely Is one that educational institutions 
should take very seriously, . # But if the advantages 
of the teaching profession— its social worth and personal 
satisfactions— are adequately set forth there can be little,doubt that more able persons will be attracted to it.4
B,
In a study made by Enterllne of Indiana University, he 
gives the personal and g%ieral qualifications of business 
teachers *
1. The personal qualities and character traits that business teachers should possess includet
a. Personality— strong, pleasing, invigorating, and well-integrated.b. Neatness and good appearance.c. Good health and steady nerves.d. Strength and character.
e. Mental fitness— intelligence*f. Qualities possessed by a good teacher of any other subject.
2. Other general qualifications recommended are these:
a. Sympathetic attitude toward the students and his problems.b. Exemplary conduct,
c. Proper social attitude— socially minded.d. A philosophy of business.e. Well-definite philosophy of our social-economic order,
f* Adaptability to conditions— adjustability.g. Good speech.h. High cultural standards of living— refined,
i. Courageous.
3. The business teacher should be professionally mind­ed and should possess a proper professional attitude.?
^Camission on Teaoher Education̂  The Imnrovwnent of
alt. * p. 269.
G. mterline, IbQ%K,ht ja W Î M L M  EducationMonograph 72, (Cincinnati: South Western Publishing Company,1949), pp. 29-30.
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The teaoher of business education must like to work 
with people, especially young people# He must be interested 
in assisting them to learn, to solve their problems, and to 
make their plans for the future. This means that he must 
find real satisfaction In being a leader and friend to young 
people.
He must be Interested In the school subjects for which 
he Is responsible. This means he must like shorthand, type­
writing, bookkeeping, and subjects related to various phases 
of business and economics. He must have a reasonable degree 
of skill In these subjects If he is to teach them to others.
There are other qualifications which be must also have 
if he Is to be successful In a teaching career. These Include 
the ability to speak before groups, an interest In community 
affairs, punctuality, a high code of ethics, and the ability 
to adjust to changing situations and conditions#
Dr. Rowe,^ Teachers College, Columbia University, 
tried to determine common practices and patterns Of teacher 
preparation in order to make recommendations for their Improve, 
ment* He felt that the criticisms of the business workers 
currently being graduated from public schools necessitated 
an Inventory of teaching practices and teaoher education pro­
grams responsible for this lack of effectiveness#
R̂owe, cit.. p. h.
7̂
He found that there are five major phases in the pre- 
paration of all business teachers— general education, general 
professional «lueatlon, general business background, specia­
lized professional training and teohnloal business trainings 
In considering an Ideal pre-service training for teachers, 
the writer will use the order of these five major areas. 
Student teaching and In-service training will be treated 
separately*
The National Association of Business Teacher Training 
Institutions recommends the following minimum requirements 
In the six educational areas i
Semester Hours Program
60 General education9 General professional education12 Special professional education18 Technical skill education15 Belated technical and gweralbusiness6 Business experience.7
Mowe^ gives the following amount and distribution of 
subject-matter areas in proposed business teacher-educatlon
curriculum of 128 semester hoursi
7g, j. Turllle and Lalah Brownfleld, "Minimum Standards of Certification for Teachers of Commercial Subjects," National Association of Buslness-Teaeher Training Institutions,
muatki 32, i9Mf, p. 35.
®aowe, Û2- , p. 39.
$8
Semester hoursUP Total
General education 19 49General professional
education 3 8 11General businessbackground 12 l*f 26Technical training 16 11 27Specialised professional
- e i#-
training
1.
Teaching is a broad profession and not a narrow one* 
Teachers are therefore expected to have a rich cultural and 
academical background, as well as adequate professional 
education.
General education is not that education which has 
commonly been denoted as academic# It is that education 
needed by every memSb&r of society regardless of his future 
vocation or position In life#
Teachers are expected to have a rich cultural back­
ground as a common denominator. The Importance of general 
education for the teacher is stressed in the following two 
quotations from the American Association of Colleges for 
Teaoher Education and the Commission on Teacher Education 
respectively:
A broad education program to equip the student with 
a wide range of competencies is needed by him as a person and as a professional worker. Many aspects of
such general education are also part of the teacher's professional equipment. Students must be helped to see
♦Befers to lower and upper divisions.
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the interrelatedness between this general education and 
professional education.*0
Teachers should receive the best general education, not only in order that they may share in what ought to be the birthright of all young Americans today, but also because to them is entrusted considerable responsibility 
for the general education of all young Americans to~ morrow.ll
Consideration must be given to the total amount of 
the undergraduate program that should be devoted to general 
education. Authorities have made recommendations concerning 
time allotment which range from a meager portion to a major 
part of the total undergraduate program of education. The 
Commission on Teacher Education of the American Council on 
Education's has stated in its final report that the primary 
objectives of at least three-eighths of the undergraduate 
work of prospective teachers should be those properly 
ascribed to general education*
This term, as used in this paper applies to those 
education courses which are Intended to deal with general 
treatment of the learning, teaching, supervisory, administra­
tive, and evaluative processes of school education, such as
^^Amerioan Association of Teachers Colleges, Sub­committee of Standards and Surveys Committee, on. cit.. p. 6l.
^^oimlssion on Teacher Education, The Improvementof Teacher Education, d t *. p. 82.
^Ibld.. p. 114.
6o
courses In general psyxAology, general methods of teaching, 
principles of secondary education, history of education, 
educational psychology, and the like* According to Howe 
"general professional education Is concerned with those 
courses dealing In a general manner with the art, practice, 
or profession of teaching#"^3
An analysis of essential general professional educa­
tion was made in connection with the National Survey of the 
Education of Teachersî
1. Professional orientation with respect to education and teaching#
2. Mastery of essential educational tools— psychology, 
measurements, «W  statistics#3# Knowledge of the individuals to be taught, in most cases chlldrwi#h, Essential teaching methods and techniques for the subjects and the groups taught. These may be presented in four or more different %mmys#
5* Knowledge of class organisation and class instruction.Observation of and participation and practice 
teaching.7# Professional integration and the development of a working philosophy of education. 1**̂
Wrinkle and Armentrout stated in regard to the pro­
fessional preparation of teachers:
The purpose of professionalising subject-matter courses 
in teachers colleges is to develop on the part of the
^̂ Howe, £g. d t ., p* 31.
^^lational Society of College Teachers of Education,
Maoation af dt#, p#
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pr#-#er$lo# t@a#er (») a eonsciousneas of the elmemts 
of good practice In the learning prooeaa, (h) familiar­ity with the actual materials to be taught, and Co)scholarship relevant to the teacher's problem*1?
They listed the various factors applicable to the 
professional treatment of subject-matter courses as follows*
1. Psychology of the subject5 the problem of adapting It to the comprehension of the learning mind*2* History of the subject and the development of methods*3* Bducatlca&al values*4* Principles of selecting and organising materials.5. Specific difficulties in presenting the material.
o. Literature of the subject; provide for wide margins of relevant knowledge.7. Course making.8* Evaluation of textbooks*9* Present alms and practices. ,10. Standardised tests and measures of achievement .i®
The same authors say the following about the various 
courses needed In the preparation of teachers:
It is clear that what is needed in teacher preparation Is a broad and liberal education, specialisation along the lines which the teacher will follow, and adequate training to develop beginning skill and mastery in 
teaching. This gives us a clue of the aims of a 
teachers college. Since the public school Is a social institution whose function is to bridge the gap between 
the child and his rniviromaent or society, there are at 
least four major problems involved in the professional preparation of teachers. First, the equipping of the prospective teacher with a thorough knowledge of tl* 
subject matter he will teach; second, a working know­
ledge of the method of presenting or imparting the
^%illiam L. Wrinkle and Winfield Armentrout, Directed
aaâ la SMonAdfT saiMis (New York* TheMacmillan Company, 1932), p. 10.
pp. 10-11.
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subject mtteri third, a kmwledge of the child5 end 
fourth, a knowledge of society*1?
3. Amgzml bwlawg W k K m m d .
It is reasonable to believe that if we expect our high
school graduates to attain the desired occupational intelli­
gence, the teachers in high schools should have a broad 
background of business knowledges In addition to their pre­
paration in skill subjects. Cecil Puckett states that "con­
centration on preparation in the skill subjects to the ex­
clusion of broad knowledges In the field of business has been 
the greatest stumbling block in the advancement of business 
teachers,"IS He goes on saying*
With the trend of education moving in the direction of broader areas and toward more general education, and 
with a program of basic business education for all children so greatly needed, business teachers must eaqpand their own background in these areas, à broader foundation in the theory of business, supplemented by 
adequate business experience, would tend to make 
business teachers the most valuable of any from the standpoint of guidance and counseling,19
k teacher with superior qualifications is one with a 
reserve of business knowledges and sources of business occu­
pational information that can be used to supplement the 
textbook %terials. Walters and Kolan in speaking of special
l^ibid.. p, 11.
^ % 0cil Puckett, "The Career of a Business Teacher," Business Teacher. XXVII (September-October, 19^9), p.
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requirements for business teaohers said:
In addition to the general requirements set up by the states for all high school teachers, most states 
have adopted special requirements for teachers of business subjects, • . Thus New York requires that all business 
teachers, regardless of the subjects they desire to teach, shall have had college courses In Business 
Management, and Organisation, and In Money and Banking,and Plnance,20
Rowe said the following concerning general business 
education background:
It seems reasonable to expect teachers who are prepar­ing students for work-life and participation In business 
activities should have a broad foundation and under­standing of today's business and economic structure. . Nevertheless, general background courses are essential 
equipment for the business teaoher in Interpreting the social-buslness and technical-skill courses taught in the 
high-sehool business department,
A business teacher-educatlon curriculum requiring less 
than 20 semester hours In business background courses 
could hardly prepare business teachers with an under­standing and knowledge of the functions and nature of 
business as well as its role In society. In the past, business teachers have been concemed largely with teach­
ing only the skill subjects. Some business teacher- educaticm curricula were constructed with the point of 
view that a knowledge of the traditional skills of short­hand, typewriting, and bookkeeping was all that was needed to be a successful business teacher. To teach the vocational skills effectively, however, some know­ledge of the social business subjects would greatly en­
rich their value and make our high-school business graduates more useful to employers. There is some 
Indication that the high-school business department will 
be concerned more and more with the social business subjects and the vocational subjects will gradually be offered on the post high-school level. If this trend becomes accepted practice our business teacher-educatlon curricula will have to increase the amount of general
ii* Walters and C. A, Nolan, Principles and Problems of Business Education (Cincinnati: South WesternPublishing Company, 1950), p. 3̂ 1,
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business background for the social business subjects.It is therefore recommeMed that our present teacher- 
educatlon curricula offer at least 20 semester hours in the business background courses.21
In order of frequency, the following courses were found 
in the currioulsra of the business teacher-educatlon insti­
tutions studied by Bowe^2 to comprise general business back­
ground; economics, business law, business organisation, 
money and bahkl%%, salesmanship, marketing, Introduction to 
business, general business, advertising, business management, 
economic history, and consumer Mucatlon.
SsaelAllW saUüaëlami 
Howe defines specialised professional education "as 
those aspects of the teacher education program dealing with 
specific tecimiques and activities in teaching business 
subjects."23 This area includes the special methods of 
teaching business subjects.
k methods course is means by which an individual 
preparing to meet the teaching situation Is put through the 
"finishing* process and glvw final grooming for the new 
duties he Is about to take over. It presupposes former 
knowledge of the situation to be met— the only prerequisite 
for entering the course being an adequate mastery of the
2lEowe, aa. clt., pp. 23-24.
clt.
23l6id., p. 31.
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skills and a familiarity vlth the subject matter upon vhloh
the method# courses are based,
Studebaker states the following with regard to methods 
courses for prospective business teacherss
One of the major problems confronting those lAo are 
engaged In teaoher education is that of handling of the method courses for the teaching of the various subjects. There are several schools of thought concerning 
this problem. Certain educators believe that a good 
course In the general methods of teaching is all that Is needed. They say that the prospective teacher who has 
had such a course can apply these methods to any subject 
aM do a good job of teaching. ♦ , Eto not the various subjects taught in our public schools have special problems that need to be thoroughly understood before they can be presmated satisfactorily? It is true that certain laws of learning must be applied to the teaching 
of all subjects but the method of application must vary. 
Hence courses In special methods of teaching different subjects must supplement the general methods courses required of all students.
There are certain business educators %Ao say that a student %rho has had a course in the methods of teaching
ax^ one business subject should be able to teach any
other business subject. That statement is just as false as the one which says that general methods Is all that 
is needed to prepare a student to teach any subject. 
Without doubt each Msiness education subject has certain problems of presentation, that are not present In all subjects in this field.2%
Howe found in his study that the most frequently taught 
general method course was called methods of teaching business 
subjects. Methods and techniques for teaching all the 
business subjects were given In this one course. To this 
respect he says* "It is doubtful whether a general method
E» Studebaker, "Making Bookkeeping Teaching Methods Worthwhile," SB5& SzZBm* II (February, 19*»8), p. l6.
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course in business subjects offering only 3 semester hours 
of credit would be sufficient time to impart all those funda­
mental skills, techniques, and procedures essential for 
teaching business sttbjects,”̂ ^ He goes on to say*
The business teacher-educatlon curriculum, as now organised on a 4-year basis, does not have room for 
special methods courses in each of the business subjects 
commonly taught in the high school. It is recommended that two methods courses be giveni methods of teaching 
secretarial subjects, and metoods of teaching bookkeeping and the social business subjects* The content of these undergraduate methods courses ought to be of a very 
practical nature, designed to give the student specific 
methods and twtmiques to assist him in his first yearof teaching.26
5. ZaWmlfml W i m m m  iamâaâaâ*
This area comprises courses in shorthand, trans­
cription, secretarial practice, accounting, typewriting, and 
office machines. According to Howe technical business 
training "is commonly known as the development of specific, 
employable skills in the •three r*s of the business
course*”.27
Howe states that secretarial sciences courses should 
probably be given throughout the four-year program for the 
following reasons;
1. Technical competency in the secretarial science is apt to deteriorate through lack of use. If the student
'"̂?aowe,""'iâ2. cit. » p. 22. 
p. 33.
^%owe, loo, clt.
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masters the skill In the lover division, considérable time 
vill have elapsed before the skills are again used In 
practice teaching. With the recant advent of the "demon­stration teekmlqne" in teaching methodology, this factor becomes Increasingly Important.
2. A tvo-year period is insufficient time to train 
for the standards required for teachers. If teachers 
are to be thoroughly competent In secretarial practice, transcription, and office practice, a period longer than two years vill be required to attain this compe­
tency. This is apt to be true when much of the college 
curriculum is devoted to other subject matter areas.
3# In many instances, college classes in shorthand and typewriting meet only two and three times weekly.It takes longer than a two-year period to develop the required skill under such a plan.
College administrative officials fear students 
will leave college for the business world if they possessemployable skills at the end of the two years oftraining#28
He says that "to overcome the above difficulties, many 
colleges began their secretarial training courses in the 
sophomore year, and continued to offer it throughout the first 
semester of the senior year."29
Rowe states as minimum requirements for completions 
of courses In secretarial science^ a typewriting speed of 
6o words a minute, a shorthand dictation speed of 120 words 
a minute, and a transcrlptlcm rate of 4o words a mlnute.30 
Such skills should be achieved by the time that practice 
teaching is undertaken*
p. 3>t-35. 
p. 35. 
3̂ l«OgL. clt.
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6. Bualaess eroerleace fgf business teachers.
The opinion of nationally recognized leaders of busi­
ness education, as reflected In books and professional lit­
erature place these leaders almost unanimously In favor of 
actual business experience for business teachers. Their 
discussions of various benefits to be derived from occupational 
experience deal mainly with broader understanding of business, 
greater enthusiasm attained from confidence, and better 
guidance of students.
An examination of numerous magazine articles which 
express the opinions of business teachers who have had 
occupational business experience shows that an overwhelming 
majority believe that this type of business-teacher training 
is worth while*31 Scores of personal benefits have been 
enumerated. Most Important is the general agreement that 
their time spent obtaining business experience was wisely 
used.
Jessie C. Gustafson32 in her study found that teachers 
who indicated the degree of value derived from their exper­
ience in business, 6o*3 per cent indicated that they have
Bljftose Collbraro, "What Teachers Believe About Requiring Work Experience for Business Teachers," Business 
 .................   ' 1 Belen J.  Kaüâ, (December, 19$0), p. 199 andKelly, **0f Course, Business Experience— But What Kind?" &Llanee Bheet. XXXII (December, 19501, pp. 155-156.
32Jessie c, Gustafson, "What Teachers Think of Business 
Experience," Business Education World. XXII (February, 1942), p. 484,
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derived great value| 30*4 per cent that they had derived some 
value; 7*6 per cent that they had derived little value; and 
1.7 per cent that they had derived no value from their 
business experimce, In terms of traits, attitudes, and 
procedures listed in the inquiry blank.
A splendid opportunity for co-operative work experience 
on the undergraduate and graduate level has been made possible 
by the University of Michigan and Colmbla University*
Dr. Irene Place Is In charge of the program at Michigan. In 
the smmer, experience business teachers may work full time 
in business establishments during the day and in the evenings 
attend conferences conducted by Dr. Place and the business 
executives*33 This is a commendable effort on the part of a 
university to provide in-service training of high quality.
At Teachers College, Columbia University, the program was 
Initiated in September 1948, Each student who enrolls In the 
course Is required to hold an office, store, or an industrial 
job for not less than ten hours each week, preferably for a 
full day. Also there are seminar meetings once each week for 
students enrolled in the p r o g r a m . 34
The United States Office of Education in Its Vocational 
Division Bulletin Ho* 234 points out the need for business
33«itesin©8s Teacher Looks In on Michigan's Work Experience Program for Teachers,* AiginMg IS&Sb&E, XXVII (December, 1949), pp. 96-97.
XXX (0 Program,* Balance Sheet,
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experience when it concludes that:
Successful and consequential business experience is 
one of the most importait qualifieations of teachers, department heads, coordinators, and supervisors of 
business education* The *know #tat* and *know how* of
business training cannot be obtained from technical endprofessional training alone* Such training must be supplemented by wage-earning business experience in the 
occupation for i^ich the training is being given. Tomaintain instruction standards based on the job re-
qpiirements, the teacher must have experienced these requirements through having satisfactorily performed the duties of the type of position for which training is being offered. Such experience, if reasonably current, provides first-hand knowledge not only of what should 
be taught but also of acceptable standards of per­formance#
Business experience gives the teacher that professional poise and satisfaction that comes from mastery; it 
inspires confidence in the student; and it provides a strong incentive for individual achievement. Moreover, business experience enables the teacher readily to earn 
the respect and support of the business leaders of the eoMmity#3?
The lational Associaticm of Business Teacher-Training 
Institutions substantiates this i l̂nt of view when it states 
in Bulletin Bo# 39 that "business experience as a requirement 
for business education students in teacher-training institu­
tions is both highly desirable and practical.
How many semesters and working hours should be pro­
vided in a program of business* experience for future business 
teachers? The following is a part of the recommendations of
8# Office of Education* Vocational Division 
Bulletin Bo. 3^, Xasatioml aauMtion la jihk Abaa&, 1945, p. 186.
3%ational Association of Business Teacher-Training Institutions, Bulletin Bo. 39, (June, 1946), pp. 34-40.
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a polisj eemmlttee of the latlonaX Association of Easiness- 
Teacher Training Institutions as published in the organi­
sation’s bulletin wwmber 32, January, 19
Occupational business experience should be required of prospective teachers of business subjects. This com­
mittee believes that at least one semester, preferably 
during the senior year, or the first semester of the junior year, the pre-service business education teacher should be placed in approved actual business employment on a paid basis under the supervision of the department 
of business education in the teacher-training institu­
tion where the student Is working for the degree. In 
addition, college credit, labeled as business experience or business laboratory, should be given for this employ­ment.
It is further recommended %iat from 6 to 12 semester hours of credit be given for this ^ployment which will 
be composed of a 36-hours or longer working week. In addition, at least one course, carrying 3-u hours of credit, of a oonferwce nature, lAlcb reports, discusses, analyses, and studies the work experience of the 
individual should be required. The semester hours should be planned so that the equivalent of (me semester’s work 
In college Is attainable. These credits should be 
applicable toward the major In business education. The arrangement eliminates a fifth year, lAlch, while it may be desirable, is not feasible nor practical at the present time. The instructor in charge of this work 
experience should see that a variety of business employ­ment is made available to the prospective teacher of business subjects.37
What are the values that can be claimed for business 
experience for business teachers? In speaking of the values 
of business experience, Dr. Enterllne enumerates the 
following*
a# Business experience results In more efficient teaching, especially in the vocational subjects.b. Business experience enables the teacher to become acquainted with the latest business practices.
37‘jurrille and Brownfield, gp. cit.. pp. 30-31.
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e. Business experienee enables the teaoher to be Informed of the needs and the requirements of workers.d. Business experience enables the teacher to make 
desirable contacts with buslnememma.
e. Business experience maablee the teacher to render 
more effective vocational guidance.
f. Business experience enables the teacher to present the students with actual fact* about business.38
D. AtMaW WGhiOK la Wlaseg mahlasim.
â major responsibility of institutions which provide 
pre-service education for teachers is that of organising the 
program of student teaching. The importance of this task is 
emphasised by the fact that directed student teaching Is the 
most valuable phase of the professitmal education of the 
teacher according to the opinion of authorities in this field, 
It is the culmination of the work of three preceding years—  
a chance to put into practice the things learned. Adminis­
trators consider the grade and the evaluative reports per­
taining to student teaching significant in predicting success 
as a teacher. Many beginning teachers say they consider 
their student teaching the most helpful of all courses taken 
in the university#
1. SMssÈim.
Mead believe* that the following are objectives which
are of major importances
1. The knowledge, or subject matter, or scholarship 
outcomes sought;
^̂ Bnterllne, cit.. pp. 23-39.
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2# The techniques, principles or method, and teaching devices desired;
3. Professional Ideals, interests and attitudes;4# The * metre* school or community relations of the teacher; and
5* Personal qualities«39
A somewhat similar list is presented by Maxwell and 
Reusser.^ These authors believe that the objectives of 
student teaching should be concerned with the teacher’s 
personality, school and classroom management, understanding 
of pupils, the organization of subject matter, skill in the 
selection and use of method, and aims relating to pro­
fessional attitudes and professional growth*
Schorling believes that, "The staff of a training school 
should formulate a fairly definite list of objectives which 
is agreed upon and known by all c o n c e r n e d , Then, like 
Schorling, the writer believes that such a list should not 
be of a general nature but should apply specifically to 
student-teaching in business education. Schorling says,
"It should not be inferred that a list of specific objectives 
would serve all fields or even any two fields. Obviously a 
list for student teachers of fine arts might differ In many
3%. H, Mead, aunervised Student Teaching (Richmond, Virginia: Johnson Publishing Comgmny, 1930), p, 32.
^G, R, Maxwell and W, C, Eeusser. Observation and 
BlJMKSW in gsaondary Schools. (Mew York: Prentlce-Hall Inc., 1939), PP. 3-10,
^%ational Society of College Teachers of Education,
at an. alt., p. i38.
7^
reapeots from one formulated for student teachers of Latin*”̂ 2 
The cooperative lists of objectives for student teaching In 
business subjects for Institutions which have not already 
prepared them should be a valuable contribution to the im­
provement of programs of student teaching In business subjects,
2* Content.
Armentpout from a study of Information furnished by 
thirty supervisors of student teacbers indicates the general 
activities of student teaching as followss
1. Activities pertaining to the setting In which the teaching and learning process takes place*
2, Activities concejmed with the organisation of subject smtter.3* Activities concerned with the teaching of subject 
matter*h» Activities pertaining to the discipline of pupils*
5* Activities pertaining to professional growth*6, Activities concerned with the organization of the 
school*7* Commmity activities.8* Activities involved in the observation of the training teacher*
9* Activities involved In conferences with the training teacher*^3
Shover and Flowers Indicate their belief that courses 
In student teaching should include the activities listed by 
Armentrout* Shover believes that a student teacher of 
business subjects should observe, teach more than one subject,
D* ArmMitrout, a t  AW SBt XSAQhifK
M  D m  â M S  lAMÜWg w j m m *  W W  York: The MacmillanCompany, 1927), p. 33,
7$
participate in grotap and individual conferences, supervise 
extra-curricular activities, and assume responsibility of 
management problems#^ flowers, from a study of student 
teaching in thirty institutions, lists the following among 
his conclusions!
1* The general activities of the course in student- 
teaching are: observation, participation, teaching,
preparation, conference, extra-class, and management 
and routine. Judging from the evaluation of the data 
secured, the general activities of primary importance are observation, participation, teaching, and confer- 
ences. Extra-class, management and routine activities 
occupy a place of secondary importance.
2, There is no common practice with regard to the amount of time given to each activity in the course.
student teachers of business subjects are, in general, 
required to precede their actual student teaching experience 
with periods of observation of instruction. Student teaching 
authorities generally contend that this phase of the program 
is necessary for the adequate professional training of teach­
ers*
  -------
^Shover, op. cit., pp. 13-20.
G. Flowers, Af: S W o a M w È i i n Kggglgaoa fat Training at gwoAary Isaohmi jaColleges, (Few York# Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1932), p* o3«
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jlmong those who advocate observation are Schorling,^ 
Bugg and Pei©k,^7 Mead ,^8 jLPm@atroat***9 and the Committee on 
Standards for Practioe Teaching of the National Association 
of Commrolal Teacher^Tralnlng Instit u t i o n s #  5*0
There is a unanimity among those who have written on 
this subject that careful Induction is needed. In this 
connection Pryor, ̂  pointed out that the effect of plunging 
the student-teaeher without previous induction into res­
ponsible teaching is detrimental not only for him but to the 
pupils as well# Foster advocates gradual induction of 
student-teachers on the same basis, namely, protection of 
both the student-teaeher and the pupils# In the Aktlonal
AKZsz aj: Mwatioa IsWaia# he says#
The student-teaeher mist obtain a mastery of certain phases of teaching before he can be entrusted with the 
responsibility of a class to teach# Gradual induction of the student-teaeher into the complicities of teaching
National Society of College Teachers of Education,
s£. m #  p. i55.
^%nited States Office of Education, The National 
M s s m  Mm. oL m* all#* p* 97.
^^ead, 22# alt., p. l6o#
^Armentrout, 22. cit., p. 76.
^Ccmmittee on Standards for Practice Teaching in 
Commercial Education, The National Association of Business
Teacher-Training Institutions, Bulletin No# 11, 1937, p. 17.
^Rugh G. Pryor, jkadM Sol&a iO TSAShlnR,,(New York; Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, I926),
p. 3#
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protects the pupil in the training school from the ill effects of crude teaching on the part of the practice-teacher*52
Baugher also recommends gradual induction. He says:
Teaching with full responsibility an entire class of 
pupils should be an outgrowth of observation and parti­
cipation and should be closely associated with those e^eriences.53
More attention ia given to student teaching when
Armentrout contends that observation prior to actual teach­
ing has the following value;
The purpose of observation and participation are to gradually introduce the pre-service teacdier to the actual conditions the in-service teacher Is called upon to meet, to enable the student to gain some idea of the school as a whole| to form the connecting link between theory and practice: to make the student familiar with the classes in which his student teaching is to be done; to function as 
a finding course* and to prepare him for the more . 
exacting responsibilities of his studaut-teachlng.y*
A failure to provide such opportunities will be 
detrimental to the beat interests of the high school pupils
in the training school business classes. Armentrout likens 
the practice of not allowing observation previous to student 
teaching, to "placing the surgeon’s knife in the hands of the 
medical student who has never witnessed an operation, "55
52%ited States Office of Education, The National
Suzzaz aC  M uda& lm  sL S ia s M s â ;  m .  jüLt#, p* 334.
53jagob Ï. Baugher, Orggnigatlon m l  aC
.New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 1931)*
91.
5^Armentrout, cit., p. 95. 
p. 81.
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Carlson Hated some factors to be considered In obaer- 
vatlon, that the observer should be made to understand*
1. the class personnel as a lAole in regard to their general intelligence, interests| co-operative attitude, 
etc,2. the experience or background of the teacher.3. the philosophy of the school in %Ailoh the obser­vation is made#h» the philosophy of the critic or supervisor in 
whose class the observation is being made#5. The physical situations peculiar to the building and room#6# the lessons or units which have preceded the 
observation and lesson In question#7# the nature of the unit tmder discussion, itsanticipated length, and the progress %&ich has been 
attained#8. the.nature of the course of study which is being 
followed,56
The value of programs of observation in the induction 
of business student-teachers into actual classroom situations 
are, in general, the same as those advocated by authorities 
in the field of student teaching# Therefore, it may be said, 
that programs of student teaching should include observation 
in the business subjects am an essential element in the 
training of prospective business teachers*
There are many nonteaching activities in which 
student teachers may assist the critic teacher before they 
actually begin to take full responsibility of the class#
Many of these activities will provide opportunity to the
~ 5^7TT*Carlson, #msà, Supervising Teacher,(MinnesotaÎ College of Education, University of Minnesota,19^0), pp, 10-11,
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atudent te&^erg to become better acquainted vlth the etudemta 
ae well a# with the materlala of Instruction onrrwtly In use 
In the classroom* Most of these activities are very li>- 
portant to the success of the total teaching program. The 
following can be Included: making examinations and dally
assignments, and sumaarlalng the results to discover weak­
nesses of the class or of the Individual students; preparing 
and posting progress :Aarts; giving assistance to students 
have been abswt fR>m class; helping with Individual 
instruction or supervised study; making detailed studies of 
**problem case students"; assisting In the collection of 
supplementary materials to be used for instructional pur­
poses In lAe couTjw; helping with the supervision of extra- 
curricular activities, school Journeys; iWLscelleneous activi­
ties In which the student teacher may be engaged to be sug- 
gested by the critic twcher; other rcmtines. Including 
attmdaace, blackboard writing, details of clerical work, and 
bulletin board planning, 3»7
9# fAStlq# tAMhlRg.
This step In the applied teacher education program 
should Include that of affording an opportunity for actual 
experience In a full school program. This step should come 
after the ecmpletlcm of supervised observation in business
^John 1* Rowe, "Oiylentatlon to Student Teaching,' Balance Sheet. XXXI (September, 1949), pp, lg-l8.
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eubjeota.
Unless specialized pyeparatlon within the field of 
business education is demanded in the serriee areas of the 
Institutions involved, student teachers should not be gener­
ally required to specialize in restricted business teaching 
fieldŝ  Prospective high school business teachers should be 
prepared to teach at least four commercial subjects in order 
to qualify for maximum employment opportunities.
The trainee should attend departmental staff meetings 
and general faculty meetings#
6. in jiggSMm#
Among those who have advocated conferences as a part 
of a program of student t^ching are Mott, 9̂ Schorling,^ 
Dickson,6l and Maxvell and Reusser#62
The university supervisor is most often responsible for 
the conduct of the individual conference. This is a desirable
amhrlster, and others, "How Specialized Should Training for Business TeaeAers Be?" The Journal of
Business Mucation, 3CXI? (April, 1#9), p. 12,
^9§©orge fox Mott, "The Conference Tectmique as a Center of the Student Teaching Induction Process,"
HQÜ (January, 1938), p. 55.
^Bkitloiml Society of College Teachers of Education, 
I M  MasâttQH Sit IsasMzSf m #  all#, p* i7i.
^^Belle Ii* Dickson, "Suggestions for the Improvement of 
^^Maxwell and Eeusser, oit*. p. 21,
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praotic# and a lexical one* The snpervlaor Is familiar 
the work o f  th e  teacher to a greater extent than I s  any other 
person* Therefore, the snperrlsor of business subjects should 
be the p erso n  to offer assistance and constructive guidance, 
ffo other person can  contribute more to the conference than 
he. After the student has reached  a point where he can be 
wrolled In student teaming, few other persŒie have muoh to 
c o n t r ib u te ,  by means of conferences, to the Improvement of 
Instruction In business s u b je c ts .
The individual c o n fe ren c e  p ro v id es  a gateway to the 
resources o f the supervising te ach e r#  C onnette^3 in an 
Investigation to determine th e  supervisory p r a c t ic e s  and 
a c t i v i t i e s  preferred by te a c h e r s ,  supervisors, and by others 
who have w r i t t e n  In the field of instructional su p e rv is io n  
found # a t  In d iv id u a l  co n fe ren c e s  were ranked f i r s t  in  
importance.
One w r i t e r  enum erates twwty-nlne purposes of con­
ferences and th e n  sum m arises them into three main divisions 
as follows* "purposes relating to the s tu d e n t* s  use of the 
fundamental te ch n iq u e s  o f  te a c h in g f  purposes relating to the 
s tu d e n t’ s personal and professional growth; and purposes r e ­
l a t i n g  to  the s e le c t io n  and o rg a n is a t io n  of subject matter*"64
^ iB a r le  b o n n e tte  « "The Teebnicue of the Individual
^ ^ lo w e r s ,  J22# c i t . .  p . 3 0 #
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The Individual conferene©  coiamonly d e a ls  with teaching 
which has j u s t  taken place* In most c a se s  th e re  i s  involved 
c o n s id e ra t io n  o f  a lm s, p ro c e d u re s , and outcomes in  r e l a t i o n  
to  th e  needs o f  p u p i l s , The f i r s t  conference fo llo w in g  the 
i n i t i a l  teaching o r d in a r i ly  in c lu d e s  a s tu d y  o f  the a c tu a l  
teaching p ro ced u res  used  by th e  student te a c h e r ,  and it i s  
generally this phase o f  the co n feren ce  which receives th e  
g r e a t e s t  a t t e n t i o n ,  At t h i s  p o in t ,  s e l f - a n a ly s i s  and s e l f -  
c r i t i c i s m  by the student teacher shou ld  p lay  a great p a r t  in 
the se le c tlc m  and d e te n a in a tic a i of a r e v is in g  teaching 
procedure, together, o f  c o u rse , with the su g g e s tio n s  and 
ad v ice  of the s u p e rv is o r .  As Douglas and Boardman state 
w ith  regard to the conference fo llo w in g  the o b se rv a tio n  o f 
teaching, i t  shou ld  b e , i n  reality, ”a  joint or cooperative 
rev iew  o f  the procedure observed  and a joint evaluation and 
a n a ly s is  o f  i t s  w eaknesses,
Another ty p e  o f  conference which i s  employed widely 
is th e  group c o n fe re n c e . Where matters of Interest to a 
departmental group are co n cern ed , t h i s  type of conference is 
more economical i n  point of tim e and labor than does the 
in d iv id u a l  conference*  Much a t t e n t io n  in th e  group conference 
is u s u a l ly  given to  th e  th r e e  g e n e ra l topics: (1) the
 ^
Thomas N elson and Sons, 1939)# PPMerbert H, Poster, Sc^l^^uervision (Mew York:
^^rold R, Dowlas and Charles W. Boardman, auuej^slon In Secondary (kAools (Boston: H oughton-M ifflln  C o ,, 193%), 
p. 173.
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ccxwtruotlon of lesson plans; (2) the discussion of Individ» 
ual differences; and (3) the various aspects of classroom 
management.
The lesson plan, although very Important, should not 
receive the total attention of the (xmferences. A conference 
program based upon the Immediate needs of the student teacher 
of business subjects would seam to be the most desirable 
type.
Another phase of the eonferenee which should be given 
careful consideration i s  Its duration. In a  q u e s tio n n a ire  
sent to supervising teasers In forty^four teat^ers colleges 
In twenty»two states, Van Patter found that most of the 
supervisors felt that a confeMnee period of from fifteen to 
thirty minutes was most effective#^7 Likewise, Douglas and 
Boardman suggest a eaaference of from fifteen to thirty 
minutes duration since It Is less likely to become fatiguing 
and eAaustlng.^G
7. BralMtlw.
The u n iv e r s i ty  supervising teacher should be a b le  to 
evaluate student teaching, and to point out specific
E, 'Van l e t t e r ,  "The Individual Conference As a Technique In th e  Conduct of S tu d en t Teaching,"
AAminlBtrmtlnn and âuaizl&laa» xiiii (February,' 1937T,
pp . 121»12d.
^^Douglas and Boardman, s&* cit.. p# 173*
veakneesem# This might also be termed a guidance function.
He should be prepared to su g g e s t remedies f o r  subject matter 
veaknesses, Insufficient background knowledge, weakness in 
technique of preswitlng subject matter, personality weak­
nesses, physical ifcaknesses, and imaknesses in discipline.
The university supervisor Is the person most oftw 
responsible for the determlnatlw of the final grade of the 
s t u d w t  te a c h e r  of business subjects, i t  is logical that the 
person who comes In cautact with the work of lAe student 
teacher should be the person who determines his f i n a l  grade. 
There are persons who believe the student's grade 
should not be determined by the supervisor alone. Armentrout 
states, "The ratings of student teachers will be more reliable 
If based upon several Independent judgments, rather than upon 
the judgment o f  one critic te a c h e r ,
Henderson states, "The student t e a c h e r 's  final grade 
should be a com posite  o f  the training supervisor and all 
others who come Into direct contact with the student teacher's 
work. "69 If persons other than the supervisor have had few 
contacts %flth the woit of the student t^tcher, the responsl* 
blllty f o r  the final grade should rest w ith  the supervisor 
alone.
'Armentrout, gg, cit., p. I92.
8$;
H ating  s c a le s  a re  generally used by supervisors, and 
som etim es by others, f o r  purposes o f  e v a lu a tin g  th e  work o f  
s tu d e n t  teachers o f  b u s in e s s  subjects. A rm entrout b e l ie v e s  
that sc o re  c a rd s  are u n s a t i s f a c to r y  a s  a  means o f  measuring 
the p ro g re ss  o f  the s tu d e n t  te a c h e r s #70 h© does b e l ie v e ,  
how ever, that th e y  have d e f i n i t e  v a lu e s  and that they should  
be used  u n t i l  a  better method i s  found f o r  th e  d e te rm in a tio n  
o f  the p ro g re ss  made by th e  s tu d e n t te a c h e r .  Dodd b e l ie v e s  
t h a t  r a t in g  s c a le s  have a  p la c e  in  th e  e v a lu a tio n  o f  the 
work of th e  s tu d e n t t e a s e r  in  business subj© cts#71
It I s  lo g ic a l  to  s t a t e  t h a t  the weaknesses involved 
In  the use o f these r a t in g  scales can be overcome scmewbat 
by making several e v a lu a t io n s  of th e  staident*-t®acher*s Work.
A composite e v a lu a t io n  should result in a  more reliable 
evaluation. Schorling believes that i n s t i t u t i o n s ,  for this 
purpose, should "find I t  f e a s ib le  and d e s i r a b le  to  g e t two 
o r  five ratings of each student te a c h e r* s# ”72 ghover states 
that the rating scales should be f i l l e d  o u t weekly by those 
r e s p o n s ib le  f o r  student teaching In b u s in e ss  s u b je c ts *73
^Armentrout, g p . c l t . .  p . 192#
^^Comialttee on S tan d a rd s  f o r  P ra c t ic e  Teaching In 
Commercial E d u ca tio n , N a tio n a l Association of B usiness Teacher Training I n s t i t u t i o n s ,  &&# c l t * .  p* 26.
7 2 |ia tio n a l S o c ie ty  o f  College Teachers o f  E ducation ,
Iha M isi^QD Sit Im sW m , m . p. i67.
^^Shover, û p , c i t . .  p .  20#
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Azwmtrout state* the values of using rating oards as 
follows:
1* An analysis Is presented of the qualities neees- sary for successful teaching and of the relation of these qualities to one another#2# In the Imnds of student teachers, this analysis will tend to promote self^crltlolsm and self.ImprovesMmt*3# In the hands of training teachers, this analysis will tend to promote their compr^enslveness of judgment In rating student tMteher's efflclmicy#4# the ratings should designate points of strwgtb and vealmess In the student's teaohing, and should, therefore, prove valuable in guiding the training teachers in their constructive work with student teachers#9# A score eard makes possible an objective analysis of the students' ability In making appliestlcm of method and principle under actual teaching conditions#6, the records on the swre card may be used as a partial ba#ls for recommending graduates for appointment.7. A score card serves to define the purpose of a teacherk.tralnlng lnstltutl<m, and «Aould become a means of checking up the success of t*e curriculum «md of the twchlng In the college In accomplishing its puiposes.7**̂
iBrMOlSA AiaWaS#
Inmservloe training may be defined as any activity on 
the part of the teacher In service to Improve his professional 
services#
Efforts to stimulate aind help tochers to grow and 
develop on the job are by no meauis new In the United States. 
Teacher education ln.4aervlce assîmes that teachers still have 
something to leam# This Is true of all teachers, not merely 
of those ifdiose preparation was Inadequate or has become rusty# 
like other human beings In other lines of endeavor all teach­
ers are capable of Improving as long as they live.
7I1'̂ Armentrout, ail#, p# 192,
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The phase of assisting the beginning business teacher 
should be that of In-servlce training carried on by the 
Institution that trained the teacher. It Is obvious that a 
teacher training Institution can do much In the way of 
helping the teachers In the field. It should offer summer 
school programs to meet the needs of the business teacher 
at vork* The teacher educator should have a program of 
constant contact and foHcw-.up for the giaduates of the 
Institution.
The Commission on Twieher &iu<%tlon attitude toward 
the follow-up of beginni%% teachers Is Iz^eated by the 
following quotatl(«M
A college should, nevertheless, recognise and accept respcnslbllloy for continued service to Its graduates, especially during the first year or two of active employmmit* Sound follow-up procedures, viewed as an Integral part of the college*# program of teacher educatlcm, will have the advantage not only of assuiing needed and welctmed help to graduates and to ^ e  schools In which Idiey are at work, but also of enabling the Institution to maintain a constant ^eck on the suitability and effectiveness of Its own pre-servloe activities*/)
In the teacher training Institutions, In-servlee 
training may be secured through meetings of teacher associa­
tions, Institute sessions, workshops, saalnars, watbod 
courses for the Improvement of Instruction, extension courses, 
and sumoer school for teachers*
^-'Commission on Teacher Education, The Imorovement
gWa&Loa, aa. 6#., p. 76.
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In  this chapter th e  writer has p re se n ted  what should 
he in c lu d ed  in  an id e a l  business te a c h e r - t r a in in g  program*
This id e a l  business te a c h e r  t r a in in g  preparation should in ­
c lu d e  s ix  e s s e n t i a l  e lem en ts t
1# A broad general educational background*
2* Basle and general business background including 
Introductory and advanced studies in G eneral Business,
Business O rg a n iza tio n  and Management, Business Finance, 
Marketing, Money and Waking, and Selling*
3* General p ro fe s s io n a l  education including courses 
such as Bducational Psychology, Educational Sociology, Prln- 
ciples of Secondary E d u c a tio n , H is to ry , and Philosophy of 
Education*
k* Specialised professional education or those as­
pects of the teacher education program dealing w ith  specific 
techniques and a c t i v i t i e s  in  teaching business subjects; 
such as courses in Principles and Problems o f  Business 
Education, General Methods of T eaching Business Subjects, 
Directed Observation in Business S u b je c ts ,  and Practice 
Teaching in  Business S u b jec ts*
5* T ech n ica l s k i l l  training for th e  introductory and 
advanced courses i n  th e  s k i l l s  o f  th e  subjects the pros­
pective b u s in e ss  teachers w i l l  te a c h — sh o rth an d , transcription, 
typewriting, accounting, and office machines*
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6. Easiness eagperleaee, in order that the teacher 
interpret and vlsuallge the duties and activities of workers 
In the business office; and give the students practical and 
up to date Instruction applicable to the business world into 
which they will soon venture#
This program should be planned not merely with respect 
to professional skills and subject matter specialisation, 
but with due regard for the objectives of general education*
A broad general education is as Mslc for the teadher of 
business subjects as for secondary siAool teachers, A broad 
outlook in many areas of knowledge Is desirable together 
with specialisation in major fields.
Hext, the prospective teasdier of business subjects 
must be thoroughly competent to teach# Superficial familiar* 
ity with the subjects included in the business curriculum 
is not sufficient. He mist master the skills of proficiency 
comparable to the highest current business standards. This 
necessitates theoretical knowledge and occupatlcmal practice.
Bven after participating in a broad education and 
acquiring competency in the subjects of his specialisation 
it is erroneous to assume that the teacher is ready to take 
over teaching duties. General specialized and professional 
courses in teaching are important in the preparation of the 
business teacher.
Business eaperleace for the prospective commercial 
teacher is a requisite in a well-rouoded and thoughtfully
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organised program o f  te a c h e r  p r e p a ra t io n .
The f i n a l  requirement, In an id e a l  p re -aen ric©  Tauslnese 
te a c h e r  program i s  a t  l e a s t  two semesters o f  p r a c t ic e  teach­
ing preceded by directed and supervised observation In 
b u s in e s s  subjects.
At this point a s s im i la t io n  o f  the v a r io u s  segments o f 
p re p a ra t io n  takes place. Oeneral b u s in e ss  background, 
subject matter p re p a ra t io n ,  and professional and specialised 
m ethods, all play t h e i r  r e s p e c t iv e  r o le s  in the s tu d e n t-  
te a c h in g  p r e p a ra t io n ,
Finally, the l a s t  step in an ideal business teacher 
training program i s  the alumni “follow-up^* to  help beginning 
business te a c h e rs  a d ju s t  to  their first years o f  teaching to 
m a in ta in  high standards o f  in s t r u c t io n .
GSàPTER V
THE BD8im88-TEàCRER TRAINING PROmüM AT THE 
UNIVBaSITY or PUERTO RICO
la this chapter the writer will describe the program 
of business-teacher training as it now exists in the 
University of Puerto Rleo. This will be preceded by a 
description of the general university program, as well as, 
that of teacher education,
A, The CoHeae of Gmieral Studies,
The program of General Studies was inaugurated in the 
fall of 19*̂ 3 as a fundamaatal phase of the plan of university 
reform under way since May, 1942*
The new program aims to orient the student in the main 
fields of learning prior to his choice of special or pro­
fessional work, thus increasing tdie breadth of his general 
educmtion and giving him the opportunity to reaffirm or 
modify his vocational plans. The program embodies a reaction 
against the confusing character of the convrnitional college 
curriculum because of its failure to give the student any 
sense of meaning and direction through too early speciali­
sation and the fragmentation of the liberal studies into a 
set of narrow departmental courses.
The curriculum comprises a core of four basic intro­
ductory courses with general relationships and values which
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cut acroa* the boundary Huee of many apeclal flelda:
(1) a eourae In Biological Sciences designed to develop 
understanding of the variety and relationships among living 
organisms; (2) one In the Physical Sciences which presents 
an Integrated survey o f  the fondamental f a c t s  and theories 
coneemlng the physical world# and of their evolution;
(3) a Humanities course which aims to acquaint the student 
with the cultural achievement o f  Western c i v i l i z a t i o n  against 
a broad historical ba<dcground; and (*&) one In the Goclal 
S c ien ces  designed to develop spa integrated view o f  the basic 
problems of Man In modern society. This curriculum also 
comprises two language couMes# one In B];wilsh and one In 
English# aimed at the Improveswnt the skills and habits In 
oral and written wmsunlcatlon.
1. Ê i g m l m M m  ,
All fre sh m m  u n iv e r s i ty  students# w ith  the ex cep tio n  
of those ta k in g  the Normal co u rse  end the tw o-year S e c re ta r ­
i a l  Course# are e n ro l le d  In th e  College of General Studies 
d u rin g  the first y e a r  o f  college w ork. Admission i s  based 
upon graduation from secondary school and the f u l f i l lm e n t  o f  
certain requirements.
The regular program of study for the freshman y e a r  
consists of the following courses*
1 . S o c ia l  S c im c e s  1 -2 : An introduction to the study of the S o c ia l  S ciences*  S ix  credit hours. One year course.
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2# Phyalo&l Solenees 1-2% An introduction to the study of the Physleel Gelsnces, Six credit hours. One year 
course.3# The Humanities 1-2; An introduction to tiie study of the Kestem culture# 81% credit hours# One year course#The Biological Sciences 1-2; An introduction to the study of the Biological Scimaces. Six credit hours. One year course#9. Spanish 14-2; General course in Spanish. 81% credit hours. One year course#6. Biglish 1-2; Basic course in &%llsh. 81% credit hours. On* ywr course.l
The basic courise in Biological Sciences is taken 
during the sophomore year.
B. aC gguWlsa#
The fundamental objective of the College of Education 
of the Dhiversity of Puerto Rico is to foster the develop- 
mmt of an educational system that vill minister effectively 
to the educational needs and ideals of the people of the 
IslaM of Puerto Bieo*
The College of B(h%catloo consists of the follovlog 
deparbawts and auxiliary ag«%cies*^
1. Depar^wnt of General Education2. Department of Methods and Practioe Teaohing3# OeparWent of Home Economics4. Division of Extramural Extension Courses The Dnlversity High School6. The nniverslty EOLemwitary School7. Department of Industrial Arts
WYTFSltT, af AmKta M c a  MLLgtiB* (Slo Pledras, Puerto Rico* March, lyt^* p. 221.
WTMsitY af fasrte BuliYttn, All*, p* 1884
The Department of General Education offera oouraea 
dealing w ith  th e  hlatory and ph ilo sophy  o f  education, eduea- 
tlonal psychology, educational sociology, educational adminis­
tration and supervision, comparative education, the curricu­
lum, and educational and vocational guidance.
TOba ]&epartment of IMetbods and Practice Teaching deal# 
with the general and specific phases of Instruction In 
methods of teaching and with the practical work of teaching 
in the practice centers organised by the University in 
cooperation with the Department of Education of Puerto Rico. 
This department Is also entrusted with the direction of the 
Bormal Course for the preparation of elementary sdhcol 
teachers.
!fhe Department of Home Economics centers Its attention 
on problems of home and family life. Its purpose Is to 
prepare teachers and workers who will be concerned iviWh 
t h i s  problem. The cu rrieu lu m s offered by t h i s  D é p a r t a i t  
provide training for the fo llo w in g  types of professional 
work* teasers o f  home econom ies, nursery school teachers# 
dietitians, nutritionists, and institutional managers.
The Division of Extramural Extension Courses is In 
charge of the organization of courses for teachers and for 
th e  g e n e ra l public outside of th e  campus. The progrsm com- 
prises courses from all the faculties of the University,
The University High Gchopl Is staffed by members of 
the F a c u lty  of the College of Education and p ro v id es  a c e n te r
9^
for observation and experimentation In th e  field of elementary 
education. The student-teaching centers for students follow­
ing the two-year Normal course Intended to prepare teachers 
for the elementary schools are established in public elemen­
tary schools of the neighboring school districts.
The Department of Industrial Arts alms at the prepar­
ation of teachers of shop and drafting work for the junior 
aM senior high schools.
1. W a r  jgmamAmWan.
The "Curriculum* outlines the program of study for 
students preparing for a Bachelor's degree In Education.
Every student Is required to choose a field of major concen­
tration, which will be made up of related subjects falling 
within one of the following areas# Scimce and Mathê mtlcs; 
Social Sciences; Business Education; English; Spanish; 
Industrial Arts; Health and Physical Education and Recreation; 
Some Economics Education; Child Development; Dietetics; 
Nutrition and Institutional Management. The courses to be 
taken within each area are definitely Indicated In meii 
curriculum.
The degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education la granted 
to students who pursue a four-year course In preparation for 
teaching high school subjects. There are seven different 
major concentrations within the programs of study: Science
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and Mathematics; Social Sciences; English; Spanish; Business 
Education; Industrial Arts; and Health and Physical Education 
and Recreation,
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Education is also 
granted to students who pursue a four-year program of study 
leading to one of th e  following activities: teaching home
economics, teaching In nursery schools, dietetics, nutrition, 
and Institutional management.
The degree of Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education 
is granted to students who pursue a four-year course in pre­
paration for teaching in elementary school. The first two 
years of this course correspond to the Normal school* Upon 
the satisfactory completion of these first two years, a pro­
fessional diploma Is granted. This diploma entitles the 
bolder to an elementary school training certificate,
G. 2ba faawgaai.
Business education is one of the eleven fields of 
study in which a definite curriculua is provided. The pro­
gram of study consists of a combination of courses In 
Business Administration, Secretarial Science, Economics, 
and Education which are designed to prepare the student to 
teach commercial subjects in the high schools of the Island. 
Registration is made through the College of Education upon 
satisfactory completion of the freshman year, general survey 
courses, as required by the College of General Studies.
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The program is eo*educatlonal.
The professional courses in Education for prospective
high school teachers of business subjects are taken in the
following sequence Î
Educational Sociology - 1 semester Educational Psychology and Measurement - 1 year Principles and Practices in Secondary Education - 1 semesterThe Teaching of Business Subjects « 1 semester 
Bookkeeping for Teachers « 1 semester Educational Implications of the Social and Economic
Problems of Puerto Bico - 1 semester 
History and Philosophy of Education « 1 year 
Observation and Practice Teaching In the Secmdary 
School - 1 year
Courses in the Business Administration school are as
follows t
Elementary and Intermediate Accounting - 1 year Elementary and Intermediate Typewriting - 1 year Advanced Typewriting - 1 yearElementary and Intermediate English Shorthand - 1 yearAdvanced B oglish  Sregg Shorthand - 1 yearElementary and Intermediate Spanish Shorthand - 1 year
Advanced Spanish Qregg Shorthand - 1 year
Spanish Business Correspondence - 1 year
English Business Letter Writing ~ 1 year
Essays and Reports - 1 year
Business Law 1 semesterIndexing and Filing Systems - 1 semester
Secretarial Techniques - 1 semester
Courses In the School of Social Sciences are as fol­
lows t
Introduction to Economics - 1 year 
The University of Puerto Rico maintains a Itolversity 
high school on its campus for student teaching in all areas 
of secondary education except for business education, indus­
trial arts, and physical education. The University has set
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up a program of atudeut teaching in bualneaa education in the 
city of Santuroe, vhldb adjolne the University eampue# 
Buslneae education majors at the Oniverslty do their practice 
teaohlng at Bseuela Giqperlor da Santurce (central high 
sch o o l) under the d ire c tio n , of a su p e rv is o r  In the field of 
b u s in e ss  education. This central h ig h  sch o o l has an enroll- 
ment of 2,1*00 and a teaohlng staff of about 70. It offers 
more of a typical teaching situation than Is found In many 
0®»pus training schools.
The business education majors enroll in  t h e i r  junior 
year In a 3'»hour course known as "The Teaching of Bisiness 
Bubjects," and a 3-hwr course In Methods of Teaching Book­
keeping known as "Bookkeeping for Teachers." At present 
these courses are one semester in Imigth. During the first 
seowster of the junior year the course In the teaching of 
booMceeplng Is offered; d u rin g  the second semester, the 
courses in the teaching of business s u b je c ts  are taught.
The general method course covers methods In teaching 
shorthand, typewriting and transcription. The other method 
course covers the teaching of bookkeeping in the secondary 
sc h o o l.
Special methods courses are taught by m«abers of the 
University faculty in their respective fields. Most of ^ e  
methods instructors are on the College of Bducatlon staff and 
they supervise all practice t^&ching in the field In which 
they teach the method courses.
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Büslnes* education majora mast complete a year (two 
gamesters) of practice teaching In their senior year, serve 
a minimum of one hour a day In the Eâcuela Superior Central 
de Santurce, ^ day# a week for two semesters aind receive 
10 hours of university credit*#.$ hours for each semester.
They do their practice tea<̂ ilng In two different commercial 
subjects during the year and have a part In the selection 
of the subjects which they are to teach#
They participate In a weekly discussion period which 
is concerned with a sharing of student-teacAers* esperlmices 
and an appraisal of % e  work. Here the studmit teacher 
comes with his problems and difficulties* The student's own 
experiences are supplemmited by the contributions of iAe 
university supervisor of business subjects*
Student teachers observe for a week before they begin 
their flMt teaching assignments. Dsually at the beginning 
of the second week the studmit teacher takes coKqplete charge 
of Oie classroom work*
The high school business teachers at Bscuela Superior 
de Santurce serve as critic teachers* These critic teachers 
are selected by the Director of the Departmeait of Kethods 
a M  Practice Teaching In the College of Education, %flth the 
advice of the swthods Instructor In buslnMS education* In 
general, the teachers who assist with this training program 
have a bachelor's degree and several years of successful 
teaching experience*
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SOMMABY
The College of Education of the Ohlverslty of Puerto 
Rloo Is the only school for business teacher training in 
Puerto Rico.
Business education Is one of the eleven fields of 
study where a prescribed "Curriculum" Is followed by those 
preparing for high school teaching.
All imivarsity freshman students (mccept those In 
two-year courses) are enrolled during the first year In the 
College of General Studies, The freshman year program In­
cludes survey courses In Biological Bclencef Social Science, 
Humanities y Physical Science, and Languages. Students are 
admitted to the College of Education on the basis of satis­
factory ccĤ pletlon of the first year of General Studies.
Each student la required to select during % e  second 
year a major study from the eleven ar%s^ one of A&sh 1* 
business education.
The program of studies for business teaching Is a 
ctmblnatlon of &islness Admlnlstrati(m$ Secretarial Science, 
Economics, and Eduction courses.
Aislness education majors are required (during the 
junior year) to take a course In The Teaching of Business 
Subjects and In Bookkeeping for Teachers, Two swesters,
(5 bcmrs a week) is the prescribed practloe teaching for 
piTospective business teachers. Practice teaching and methods
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courses are done under the direction of the university super* 
visor of business education.
CK&PTEa VI 
C m mBB AND RgGWMERDATIONS
In tMs ehapter the writer will propose ehaages end 
reecmmndetions in the %mslness-t@moher trelnlng program 
at his institution*
W l a w g
The great searolty of qualified business teaehers In 
Puerto Bioo is serious and the prospeet of immediate relief 
is none too favorable. It is reeosmmded that a business- 
teacher training recmlWent program be organised and put 
into effect* The responsibility for recruitment of pro­
mising and capable youth to the basiness-teaeher program must 
be assumed Jointly by the university, the high school teach­
ers, and school adminl strators* Such a program will become 
effective only if the hi# school business teachers and 
college business teaehers take an active interest In It by 
eneouraging their business students with satisfactory per­
sonal quallflcatlous and aptitudes to consider business 
teaching as a career.
Since the present entrance - requiremm&ts at the 
University Is a «amendable one (a candidate for admission 
must be a senior high sChocl graduate with no less than 12 
credits and a minimum grade index of 2.00$ must include
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3 ye&rs of %ngll8b$ 3 yaars of Sponlah, Elemwt&ry Algebra, 
and MLaiie Geometry on hi# high school record; and mast rank 
high In the University a&tranoe Examination vhloh la offered 
once a year before the opening of the first amaester) the 
writer recommenda the following program of reomlWmt for 
the business teacher department#
1, Talka during freshman we#: about the teaching 
profession.
2. Orientation courses for freshman and sophomores 
which Include Information about teaching as a profession*
3* Counseling progisms which direct students to the 
business education department.
Advertlelng the need of business teachers by lAe
University.
5 . The maintenance of a chapter of Phture te a c h e rs  
or a Business Bdu<mtlon Club both which enMurage and pro- 
mote the buslness-teacher education program,
6. Contact prospective candidates*
7, University and high school teachers of business
subjects should be especially encouraged to accept definite 
responsibility for helping to recruit the ablest persons 
available for enlistment. In their own profession*
8, Definite information regarding the nature, impor- 
tanoe and rewaids of teiwhlng, the qtuwlltles significant for
success in the profession, and the character of the prepara­
tory programs offered should be made available through free
10^
pablle&tlonm to imiorelassmea end high mohool students a@ 
veil ae to college and bl#^ school faculty members who have 
coimsellng responsibilities, and to parents of promising 
prospective candidates*
10. The University can make a valuable contribution 
to the recruitment program by arranging the business 
eurrleulmm In such a vay that staid ents may transfer from 
secretarial, and other specialised business Maids to the 
buslnesS"teaW)er training courses without loss of credit or 
undue Mrdshlp*
Since mach s«%ihasis has been plac*d in the past upon 
preparing tea^%ers to tea<Â  the traditional subjects— short­
hand, typewriting and bookkeeping— the author first recommwds 
the offerli^ of one smaester, four credit Integrated course 
In Qsoeral Business— laa Introductory course in business*
This course should be tau^t In the same manner that ccws- 
merclal teachers should teach It at the high school level—  
setting TQ) problems and securing solutions to thms, and 
using high school textbocAs as a basis for discussion and 
guidance of stwient activity. This course would serve the 
following purposes*
1, provide wntent background for the prospective 
business teachers to teach the soclal-business units tau#t 
In the Secretarial Office Practice, Clerical Office Practice
10^
and Business law courses taught In the Puerto Rican high 
schools,
2, Provide meaningful and Immediate useful learnings 
to the students In their everyday business contacts.
3# Provide experience ^irough participation* obser­
vation* study* and practloe of the most effective methods 
of presentatlcm to be need In their high school classes.
4. Provide background for understanding and master­
ing the other business content wmrses In the business 
education program.
Provide the Instructor guidance and direction to 
students in t M  finding of Instruetlcoal ma1*rials*
6. Provide units of Instruction relative to the 
basic business problems of the college student giving prac­
tice In the construction of these units.
The sofhomore and junior ]^gram should Include vork 
In the background areas of business other than ordinary 
skills* To provide a good program of general business back- 
ground the writer recwmends that three of the following 
business administration courses offered by the College of 
Business Administration should be reqpilred*
1. Salesmanship
2. Business Finance*3* Money and Banking4* Fundammtals of MaAetlng*Business Managemwt*6* Industrial Management7. Industrial Relations3. Personnel Administration
highly' recommended.
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0* gonMTniag mpMlAiimW Imlnlog#
la gpeelallzed jgorofesslonal training for proa*̂  
peetlve tmalneaa teaehera, the writer reoommenda two new 
Qoursea*
1# A three-eredit, one eemeater oourse In Prlnolples 
and Problème of Awlnees Edneetioa, ehoold be required In 
the seecmd eweater of the sophomore year. This oourse 
serves as an orientation or Introductory oourse for students 
beglmilng their speelallsed professional training in busl.̂  
ness éducation. %ls course should be preceded by the course 
In Principles and Practices in 8ec%mdary Education# and 
followed by ̂ e  two jmtegrated courses in methods of teaching 
the wplous business subjects. The writer recxmawds that in 
the course In Prlncl%Aes and Problems of Business Education 
three outstanding doctoral studies made In this field# by 
Eanna#^ Eaydau#2 and Eaterll%u»*3 and published In mcmographB 
by the Bouth-Westem Publishing Oaaqmny, be Included as a 
part of the course# In order that students leam the opinions 
of leading au^wrltles In the business education field In
Marshall Hanna, F m A m m m W  Ismiea In Dusl^ss jBducatlon. Ed*D, dissertatl(m# Mew York Unlveielty, Monograph 49, (ClnclDnatli Southwestern Publishing Company, 19^).
^  _ ^^arlos A, Hayden, Malcg Ù M & M  #  BMiMOg Pb,D, dissertation, Ohio State I&ilverslty, Monograph 79, (Clnclnnatli Southwestern Publishing Company, 19^),
a. Enteriine. At la aWaawiBducatlon. Ph.D. dissertation, gjj#.
K)7
regard to the fundamental and amjor Isanea* These monographs 
oan he secured free frcm the publisher#
2. The offering of a tbree.^redlt oourse in Coordi­
nation and Supervision of Work-Experlenoe pMgrams# This 
oourse should be offered in the senior year# The main pur­
pose of this oourse should he to train prospeotlv* business 
teaehers for the work of ooordlnators in the work-esperlenee 
programs now in effect in the commercial depEurtments of the 
Puerto Rican high schools, "fhls course should include an 
Introduction to the wrk-experienoe program; its aims and 
objectives; coordination of the high sot^l programs with 
Industiy, business and the commawlty; pdbllc relations; 
records used; grading; problems now demanding solutions; 
and foilovwip and guidance.
Because the two method courses now offered cover 
only the tzadltlonal skill subjects* two* three credit method 
(xmirses* one s«nester each* is recomswmded for the junior 
year of the program as follows*
1# Kethods of Te&dhlng Secretarial Subjects (to 
include methods and materials in the teaching of shor^iand* 
traneorlption* typewriting* and secretarial practice.)
2. Methods of Teaching Bookkeeping, Business law and 
Social-Business beamings (to include the methods and mater­
ials in the teaching of botd&eeping, business law* and the 
soclal-buslness learnings units taught in Ihe Secretarial 
OfTioe Practice and Clerical Office Practice courses at the
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high school level).
The content of these two undergraduate methods courses 
should be made very practical in nature ̂ and be designed to 
give the student specific methods and techniques to assist 
him In his first year of twchlng. These methods courses 
should acquaint prospective teachers with specific problems 
with which they may ezpect to be confronted.
The following outline of units and related topics Is 
suggested by the writer for the content of the methods 
courses*
I Oeneral knowledge of the present status of the field
A. Study and acquaintance with the commercial high s<Aiool currlculim In the Puerto Rican high scdioolB.
B* Review to secure adequate mastery of the subject matter frcm the point of view of the high school t^^er#
C# Alms and objectives of the subjects at the high school level*
D# Psychology of learning the subjects Involved.
E# Tamilianty with the names and works of author­ities In the field»
P* Knowledge of outstanding research In the field.
G* Knowledge of preswt trends,
S. Place of the subject In the curriculum at high school levels,
II Preparation for teaching
A, Best and different methods of api)roach,
B. Baslc-sklll Wilding procedures.
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0. Effective teaching proceduree.
D, Preparation of Lesson plans.
E. Preparation of units.
P. Demonstratlcn lessons.
G. Business and olassroom standards.
E. Test construotlon.
1. Grading and testing
J. Correlation with other subjects.
K* Specific Instructional units In each subject.
Ill Other related topics 
A# Choosli% eqjulpment.
B. Requisition of supplies*
0. Knowledge of available material and supplies with publiiAers#
D# Selection of textbooks.
B# Acquaintance with textbocA and supplementary materials In use,
P. Blbllogr&idiy of standard works and books In the field,
G, Publishers In the field,
E, Audlo-vlsual aids.
Methods courses should be made as practical and real­
istic as possible by having students do the things they will 
be confronted with In actual practice. The writer has the 
following suggesticms regarding more teaching e3q>enence for 
students In the method courses:
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1. Method (Aaeses ehould provide opportunities for 
undergraduatee to get up in front of a college class and 
teach before they go on their student teaching assignments# 
While the Instruction Is on a different level from that of 
high school* the two situations have Important elements In 
comaon. Teaching, vatohlng the Instructor teach, and 
watching fellow students teach are the most worthwhile e»- 
perlences the students can have In a teaohlng method class.
2. The most effective way these can be Included In 
the method oourse Is to turn the class. Including the In­
structor, over to a student to teach as he would a beginning 
group. After the lesson Is presented It should be criti­
cised constructively by members of the class, lesscm plans 
should be required for this lesson and duplicated for the 
class for commmits after teaching. The metAiods Instructor 
may add to the value of his teaching by offering to the class 
aids and devices that he has found valuable In his own teach­
ing experience In the high school. He should supply these 
whenever he sees an opportunity to fit them Into the lesson.
3. In both #sthods courses ea^ student should give 
teaching demonstration lessons on topics selected by the 
Instructor, Lesson plans should be required.
in the secretarial methods class, each simdent 
teaches for one full period a day or evening typewriting, 
transcription, or shorthand class in the university. The
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student-teaeher confers wl^ his Instructor before preparing 
his lesson plan# He notes results and comients on his 
lesson plan and then duplicates It vlth the comments, for 
members of the methods class. All students have a set of 
lesson plans that have been taught and evaluated. Teaohlng 
a college group helps the students take over his first 
high-school class.
The hour of the methods course should be changed 
occasslonally and a group of hlgh-school pupils Invited to 
come after school so lAiat tdie methods Instructor can present 
a demonstration lesson w hlle methods students observe the 
pupils at work.
6. Beginning college students in shorthand and type­
writing should be Invited to be "pupils* at times In the 
methods course.
7. When a member of the business education staff knows 
beforehand that he Is to be abs«it on a certain day, the In­
structor of the methods course should s^eot a student- 
teacher to take charge of the class. The methods Instructor 
should confer previously with the class Instructor re- 
gardlng topics to be covered.
8. As a laboratoiy experience of methods courses, 
students should be given a chance to visit s<%ondary schools 
In the city. These observation trips Increase and stimulate 
the student teachers* knowledge of teaching. The classrofxa 
procedures observed In the various high schools, the
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teohniques of lesson presentatlœi, the devices used In class 
work, the manner In which students respond, and the personal 
contacts with business teachers add greatly to the prospec­
tive teacher's interest In teaching. These visits give them 
an Idea of how to teach, as well as how to present the 
lessons#
9. The bookkeeping method students may visit with the 
high s<Aool Instructor of bookkeeping classes when special 
and important units of learning are presented by the esper- 
laaced high school teacher. This provides another opportunity 
for observation*
10. Instruction ani practice in the use of blackboard 
for shorthand and transcrlpti<m classes should be included 
In methods classes. Much can be done to the refinement of 
the writing of shorthand on the blackboard.
11. Occaslcmally meihod stMents may be asked to 
serve as substitutes for regular high sclwol teachers* This 
is a imy in which the university and the high school might 
work on a co-operative basis#
12* Me^iods studmits should be required to sutwlt all 
their reports on class Including curient readings typed in 
acceptable mmiuscript, outline or report style. Since most 
of these students expect to teach typewriting, the quality 
of their own work is considered important and high standards 
are set for the typing of these reports. For similar reasons,
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the etüdeatg ehould he enooui^ged to use shorthand in pre­
paring lesson plansi and taking class notes* In this way 
every effort is made to correlate the subject matter to be 
taught with the specific iwthods of teaohlng It.
13. The writer likes to use the same materials the 
students will actually use in high schwl teaching. That 
means be will use some popular high school texts with Its 
3uppl«a@ntary secondary school teaching materials as a basis 
for discussion of teaching difficulties#
D# WchlAR la W l w u a
The writer will suggest changes and recommendations In 
the student-teachli% program a* follows;
1* Osmeral Students should be allowed
to enroll for student teaching In business subjects only 
after certain minimum requlrwents have been met;
a. The meidiod courses and directed obaervatltm 
In business subjects should be prerequisite for practice 
teaching*
b. Business educatlw majors should not be 
assigned to teach a subject or subjects In the training 
s<Aiool unless a sufficient amount of training has been re­
ceived. To avoid, this, all applications for practice teach­
ing In business subjects should be approved first the 
university supervisor and methods instructor In business
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aubjecta to aee that all prerequlaltea are met.
e. A good protective measure might be the require­
ment of a proficiency test In the subject imtter of courses 
Involved,
d. A program of practloe teaching In business 
subjects should be preceded by arrangements to select the 
studaits %dio are likely to succeed In the teaching field and 
to eliminate those lAiose are not apt to be successful.
e. Selection should take the form of standards 
of lAysleal vigor, general lntelllg%iee, ability to use the 
language, a thorough knowledge of subject laatter In business 
education and the college iwxord cn the major concentration.
2. Orientation uractlce teâ Aiersi Since there Is 
a great need for proper orlentatl<m of student teachers, the 
writer Suggests the following$
a. A handbook or manual to be prepared by the 
Director of Student leaching and a copy to be provided each 
student teacher during the orlAitatlon week. Topics sug­
gested for the manual are:
(1) What Is student teaching? purposes, 
objectives and guiding principles.
(2) Activities Included In studant teaching.
(3) The job of the university supervisor and 
the high sohool critic teacher.
(4) Belatlonshlps between the university super­
visors, critic teachers and student teachers.
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($) Wh&t should students expect from the prac* 
tlee-teaoblng courses?
(6) Materials of iustruotlcm
(7) Goals for student teaohlng,
(3) Practloal suggestious for getting the best 
results from practice teaching*
(9) What is expected from all student tea<diers,
(10) Some check lists for students self-
evaluation.
b. General meetings of euLl student teachers with 
the Director of Student Teaching during the orientation veek.
c* Preliminary meetings of student teachers In 
business subjects with the supervisor of business education 
to discuss problmns pertaining to this group of student 
twchers.
d. Trips to the high school where practice teach# 
Ing is to be done, and a conference by the high school prin­
cipal, in order to familiarise each student with the general 
physical plant, with the services that are rendered Iqr the 
several staff officers, and with the services that are avails 
able to teachers and students.
3. a L c M W  la
Students should be given the opportunity to participate in a 
program of well-supervised directs observation. The writer 
reccmmends that in the second semester of the senior year, 
all tuslness education majors observe 3-hours a week in at
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least three different business subjects taught In the high 
school# This observation course should be supervised by the 
university supervisor In business subjects. There should be 
a required course of 3 credits In the junior year called 
Directed Observation In Business Subjects* Students should 
participate In as many activities as possible In this obser* 
vatlon course. These observations must be veil ̂ danned before 
actual observation begins. The trainee should be veil 
coached in vhat to look for and hov to observe to an advan* 
tage. The university supervisor should provide an outline 
or check list of things to look for* 2a<di student teacher 
should be provided vlth a score sheet as a yardstick to ob­
serve the vork done. This should Include Instructional pro­
cedures and techniques, equl]g«aent, plant, administration, 
students and their attitudes, tea^Aer duties, and many other 
pertinent points* Observation reports should be required 
and should be brought back to % e  liwtltutlon for group dis­
cussion, Problmss recognised in this manner should be pur­
sued during the teaoher training period* The result will 
be one more step toward training more efficient beginning 
business teachers*
The prospective teachers should be required to make 
meaningful and practical preparation for observatlcm* Every 
week a conference of students enrolled In the course should 
be held for purposes of discussion, suggestions and Improve­
ments.
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Observation should be of three kinds:
1. In the first place, observation Is provided before 
the studwt teaeher is enrolled In actual practice teaching-̂ , 
the course In Directed Observation In Business Subjects*
2, Observation should take place In connection vlth 
methods courses in the field of business education, and to 
some extent In connectltm with non-method courses taught by 
Instructors at the College of Rducatl<m$
3* A week of observation In the classes to be taught 
should be provided before students start actual practice- 
teaching In the senior year*
With this amount of supervised observation, student 
teachers are better prepared to take full responsibilities 
during the smilor year of practice twchlng#
4. tMsblRK la Wloamg axMsstm» since
prospective business teachers In Puerto Rico are not trained 
to teach In any minor field except lAose pertaining to the 
business field, no Iwiger should this twmber training pro­
gram be satisfied to prepare business teachers In the 
traditional business subjects— shorthand, typewriting and 
bookkeeping# These three constitute the traditional sub­
jects In the field of business training, and have Iwen 
popular for many years, b)th In the hl^ school and college 
level. The present emphasis on teaching preparation on these 
subjects Is seriously questioned today by business education 
leaders In the light of current needs in business teacher
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training.
Boslness teachera In Puerto Rloo are called upon to 
teach the following bualnese auhjeotsr Spanlah Shorthand, 
English $borth«md, Typewriting I and II, Bualnesa 
Bookkeeping I and II, Clerical Office Pi%otloe, Secretarial 
Office Practice, and to supervise the workmezperlwce progiw 
which la now In operation and required of all commercial high 
school gMiduates. This mwns that business tea<Aers are often 
required to t#a<Ai more than one phase of the field of busi­
ness education when at work, and that teamdilng business sub­
jects In Puerto Rico does not warrant a high degree of 
specialisation within the field* It la necessary to adjust 
Idle present teacher-training program by offering a training 
that will create a feeling of security on the part of the 
beginning business teacher. His preparation should there­
fore take the form of generalised preparation in the field*
In other words, it Is recommended that the Institution re- 
organla^ the practice teaching In terms of what business 
teachers actually do on the job*
Since two semesters of practice teaching Is at present 
required at the Onlverslty of Puerto Rico, end since train­
ing should be provided In the courses which the future 
teacher will most likely be called upon to teach when he 
secures emplojrment, the writer recomaends %iat the first 
semester In p%%ctlee teaching be devoted to typewriting and 
shorthand, and that the second semester be devoted to
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typewriting and shorthand, and that the second semester be 
devoted to bookkeeping and business law, or vice versa.
That is, half semester for each subject. This will provide 
a variety of practice teaching subjects for our prospective 
business teachers*
9. GQ&fssamc&g :Kl&b aüaaaB&"ls&ahs2g .sC &9&lasa&
subjects* Gtudent-teachers of business subjects should be 
required to attend group conferences of two types*
a# The first, should be that conducted by the 
Director of Practice Teaching* At this conference there 
should be discussions of general educational principles and 
problems Which relate to the work of all student teachers.
All university supervisors in different fields should be 
present,
b. The second type.of group conferences should 
be one which will be attended by student teachers of business 
subjects only and which will be conducted by the training 
university supervisor of business subjects. This groqp 
should meet once a week and all business education laajors en­
rolled in the course of Practice Teaching in the Secondary 
School should be required to attend. This conference should 
be held at regularly scheduled hours.
The schedules of the student teacher and the universit 
supervisors should be arranged to provide ample time for 
individual conferences from time to time* !The lengWh fuxl lUse 
number of these Individual conferences should depend upon the
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Immediate needa of the gtodenta. The Individual oonferenoe 
should be of an Informal nature and should be primarily con­
cerned with the improvement of instruction In business 
subjects and problems of the students#
6* lesson niarmin#* Since thorough training is given 
in lesson-plan preparation and evaluation in the methods 
courses* daily lesson plans should be required throughout 
the two semesters of practice teaching.
Student teachers should type these lesson plans making 
one carbon copy# The student should keep the original copy 
with which to teach and should give the supervisor the 
carbon copy on which to record suggestions and evaluations. 
The carbon copies should be returned to the students to copy 
comments and suggestions on their original# They dhould i&lso 
copy their evaluation of each lesson from their carbon copies 
to the original. The carbon copies should be filed for use 
by the supervisor and future students and the original 
kept by the student.
Bvery six weeks each student teacher should select 
what he considers his best lesson plan from the past six 
weeks work* and make a copy of it for the permanent lesson 
plan file folders to be kept at the institution in order 
to be available for all student teachers,
B# encouragement ,&[ professional growth.
The supervising teacher of business subjects and the
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bualnes* education department should encourage professional 
growth on the part of the student teachers. This can be (lams 
at our Institution by*
1. Stressing that originality and resourcefulness 
In using a variety of techniques read about in professional 
magazines usually means better teaching, more Interested 
puplls, and better grade for student-teaohers*
2* Encourage the studant-teachers to collect material 
for a professional file on the subject taught.
3. Recommending that all prospective business teach­
ers subscribe to one or two business education magazines and 
give reports from others, so that they get acqualate# with 
most of the magazines, periodicals, and yearbooks in the 
field.
Acquainting prospective teachers with the sources 
of materials on the various business subjects. A card file 
and mimeographed bibliography may be developed at this point.
9. Encouraging atudant-teachers to attend business 
education conferences for business teachers»
6. Students should be expected to acquaint themselves 
with current literature in business education. Bach studant 
should receive free copies of famlnegg %SâS&SE and SslanSQ 
&heet, and subscribe to the HBEA Forum. Back issues of these 
and other magazines end yearbooks should be available In 
the College of Education library.
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7. Student* ahould be encouraged to make uae of the 
Business Education lodeiaa In their reading,
8. In the library of the College of Education there 
should be a collection of business education methods books, 
recent and up-to-date high school textbooks In business, 
and professional books In the field.
9* Students should be familiar with major studies 
that have been made In his particular field. Therefore, 
methods course* should Include report* of research and 
digests of recent writings.
P. iorasEXlss training*
Effective business education depend* to a large ex­
tent upon the ability of the teaching staff to grow in 
service. At the present time there 1* a real need for 
in-service training for business teachers In Puerto Aiao,
The writer recommends the following contributions that our 
business teacher-training Institution can make toward the 
la-aervloe growth of business teachers*
1. That during his first year of teaching eadh gnwl" 
uate be reached by a letter or questionnaire for the purpow 
of determining the extent and nature of the problem* and 
difficulties he Is facing* Following the return of these 
letters or questionnaires, a Saturday conference Is held on 
the college campus for all beginning teachers and others who 
can make contributions with the teacher's problems being the
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topic of dleeusaloa. Ih* entire business education faculty 
should be present at this conference so as to provide varied 
experience and professional advice. Classroom teachers with 
long periods of successful experience should also be Invlt&a 
to attend this conference so that they too may contribute to 
the discussion of the young teacher's problems,
2. Later during the same school year, each beginning 
teacher Is visited In his school by a member of the depart­
ment of business education* The beginning teacher and the 
sdhool administrators are always glad for the visitors to 
come iMXMBUW» they lare fully aware that the visit will be a 
constructive one for all parties concerned. Many classroom 
problems of the beginning teacher can be successfully handled 
in these Informal visits. The teaeher^tralnlng Institution 
will profit well from such an In-service program by keeping 
well acquainted with actual classroom problems# Such ac­
quaintance enables the taacbsr-tralners to be more realistic 
and practical In the teacher-training activities.
3. Make a follow-up of all beginning business teach­
ers In order to observe them at their work and make any 
helpful suggestions needed,
4^ Offer special clinics and conferences for students 
Twho have been placed In their first teaching positions*
5* Off-campus demonstrations Is another method used 
by many Institutions to encourage growth of teachers.
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6# Our buslneas-tmaoher training Institution aBn<tD 
much to enoourag# the use of audlo-vlaual aids by building 
up a library and then making these aids available to the 
teacher* In the field at a nominal cost. This will overcome 
the problem of finding sufficient reference materials*
7. Since the College of Education baa an Extension 
Division to provide courses every Saturday in different 
cities and towns, their extension division should Include 
courses such as; Principles and Problems of Business Education, 
The Improvement of Instruction In Business Subjects, and 
Research In Business Education*
8* Some other roads of professional advancement lare: 
meetings of associations of teachers* summer workshops In 
the teaching of business subjects, curriculum workshops In 
business education. The workshop Is probably the most popu­
lar means of learning new method* In business education*
9* Inasmuch as no syllabi are available In business 
education for the Puerto Rican high schools, the beginning 
of a syllabi should be started as an In-service training 
workshop for business teachers and administrators at the 
University summer sessions*
10* That the University of Puerto Rico be the home of 
business education conferences as part of the In-servlce 
training program attempting to bring together the classroom 
teachers, the state department of education, the business 
education supervisors, and the teacher trainers to discuss
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the broad problems of business eduoatlon in Puerto Rleo.
Q. Goaeeroing a@r*ie@a %hldb the ̂ Diversity sC 
a m  affaz ja j!hs mWLls asbaQ&&.
There are a number of positive ways in whidb the 
businese-teaoher training institution oen oo-oper&te with the 
public schools to strengthen the whole program of business 
education in Puerto Rico# The writer believes that there is 
a great need for this co-operation.
The writer recommend* the following:
1* Encouraging school administrator* and teachers in 
Improving the course offerings in their particular schools*
If a community survey is undertaken for this purpose, W%* 
college could and should be called upon for aid if it is 
needed*
2. Serving the high schools and the department of 
education in the development of local curriculum studies and 
as consultants in the total program of the island.
3# Encouraging and assisting in the organisation of 
Future Business Leaders of Puerto Rico, Distributors Clubs, 
Future Retailers, Commercial Clubs, and a Business Education 
Day. This helps to promote greater interest in the field 
of business and closer eo-operation between the community 
schools*
4. Encouraging business teachers to participate 
actively in those professional organizations and associations
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that are working to Improve buslnaas education In particular, 
and education in general. The writer suggeats that the 
university sponsor a professional association of business 
teachers for the Island.
5. Working closely with the state department of 
education and especially with the Island supervisors of 
business education, looking toward the Improvement of the 
total program*
6. Publishing abstracts of the outstanding researdh 
studies In business education and mklng them available to 
school administrators and teachers la the field# Too often 
valuable research accumulates on the shelves of libraries 
and does not get Into the bands of the classroom teachers#
7. Encouraging local business education departments 
to evaluate their programs by conducting community surveys 
and follow-up studies. Such evaluation Is necessary aal laf 
assistance In our high schools*
8. Preparing teachers of business subjects who main­
tain a close relationship with the business life of the 
community and who use effectively the business community as 
a laboratory.
9. Preparing and tabulating a variety of materials to 
help teachers of business subjects in their classroom activi­
ties, For example, list visual aids and auditory aids, 
supplementary teaching aids, vocational and occupational 
guidance materials, make book reviews, bibliographies, and
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write courses of study In. all commercial subjects.
10. The educational Institution must serve the 
public high schools through publications, visitations and con­
ferences so that better practice# may become known to admin­
istrators and teachers In the schools.
isaa&sza.
since«work experience la recent years has been gain­
ing an Increasingly Important place In American education, 
the writer recommends that business experience for prospective 
business teachers be considered as a long-range recommenda­
tion for the Improvement of the buslness-teaeher tral&lug 
program.
As a result of the new trends and practices In business 
teacher preparation and upon recommendations of leaders :bi 
the field, the following curriculum Is recommended by the 
writer for the preparation of business teachers In Puerto 
aico.
FmsT ZB&&
The present program of General Studies now in effect provides a good general education for the prospective business teacher.
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First Gamester Geeond
Elementary Accounting I Elementary Spanish Shorthand Elementary English Shorthand 
Elementary Typewriting 
Educational Psychology and Measurements I 
General Business Principles and Practices of 
Secondary Education
Elementary Accounting II 
Intermediate Spanish Shorthand 
Intermediate English Shorthand 
Intermediate Typewriting 
Educational Psychology and 
Measurements II Business Management 
Principles and Problems of 
Business Education
IS IBAS
Advanced Spanish Shorthand 
Advanced English Shorthand 
Advanced Typewriting I Educational Sociology English Business Letter 
Writing I 
Spanish Correspondence I 
Methods, of Teaching Secre­
tarial Subjects
Business Finance 
Business Law
I Advanced Spanish Shorthand II
I Advanced English Shorthand II
Advanced Typewriting II 
Piling Methods English Business Letter Writing II Spanish Correspondence II 
Methods of Teaching Bookkeep­
ing, Business Law and the 
Social-Business Learnings Directed Observation in 
Business Subjects
PuMamentals of Marketing Introduction to Economics I 
Educational Implications of 
the Social and Economic Problems of Puerto Rico 
Practice Teaching I History and Philosophy of Education I
Secretarial Techniques 
Introduction to Economies II 
Coordination and Supervision 
of the Work-Experience 
Program 
Practice Teaching II History and Philosophy of 
Education II
CHAPTER VII
aCMBARY ABD 00RGIB8I0B8
The purpoae of this etwdy vaa (1) to discover present 
trends and current practices in the training of secondary- 
scbool teachers, particularly business teachers, (2) to 
present some of the common problems confronting beginning 
business teachers, (3) to discover Vbat should be considered 
an Ideal business teaCher-tralnlng program, and (4) to st%%y 
the present buslness-teaeher training program In Puerto Rico 
and to work out a plan for its Improvement#
The conclusions presented here are based upon the 
recommendations advocated by nationally known authorities la 
the field of business education*
:1« The primary responsibility of a business education 
program In teacher education Is to prepare adequately the 
teachers of business subjects for the high schools* 8uch an 
objective means that business teachers should have a back­
ground of preparation In six essential areas, as revealed by 
this paper (1) a broad general education, (2) a general 
professional education, (3) basic economic and general busi­
ness background, (4) specialized professional training,
(51 technical training, and (6) Occupational business 
experience,
2. A second responsibility of a business teacher 
training institution Is to serve its graduates in the field.
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This may be thought of la two aspoots* (a) an InMaervioe 
program for the oontlaued professloaal growth and effeetlve- 
ness of the business teacher and (2) the means fOr evaluation 
of the teacher program in regard to such factors as recruit­
ment and selection of Its candidates, the Improvement of Its 
curricula# and the placement and follow^up of Its graduates 
In teaching positions*
3* À third responsibility Is to co-operate with the 
public schools In helping business teachers to Improve the 
preparation of our youth for the experience In the business 
world to which they will go#
Business teaching requires not cmly the well-balanced 
and well-adjusted personality that all teaching requires, 
not only the same degree of professional preparation for 
teaching as other types of teaching, the same degree of broad 
culture, and mastery of the field of specialisation, but also 
requires, In addition to all these, a real kn&wledge of 
business ltself--a knowledge developed both by educational 
experience and by actual business-occupational experiences* 
Business teaching also requires that this prepsMitlon be kept 
alive by continuous study and by continuous activity In and 
contributions to the field of business education*
A number of Implications for the Improvmnent of the 
buslness-teaeher training program In Puerto Rico are suggested 
In this study:
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1» The btuBlness teacher should develop the best 
methods and techniques for attracting to his profession, high 
school puplls with the highest aptitudes and personal quali­
ties* Teachers should co-operate with the teacher-training 
program thereby Interpreting to superior high school pupils 
the advantages and Importance of teaching as a profession*
2. Teaching commercial subjects In Puerto Rican high 
schools does not warrant a high degree of specialisation 
within the field of Imslness*
3* Arospectlve business teadhers should be trained 
to teach the most commonly taught business subjects. The 
curriculum should be arranged to provide studact teaching 
and methods courses In the subjects the students wll* be 
required to teach when they secure employment*
4. a greater e^hamis on gweral education rather than 
an over-mgAiasls on lisdted specialised certification should 
be encouraged# General education Is of value to the com­
mercial teacher to the extent that thé teaching objectives 
go beyond specific skills and specialised subject-matter, 
for the dev<aopsent of pupil's Interests, personal adjustment, 
and promotion of good relationships between the school and 
the community.
All prospective business teacüiers should have a 
broad background or foundation of business knowledges 
together with training In skill subjects.
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6. The pre-eervlce training of the oommeroial teach­
er should Involve study of techniques of adjusting to sit­
uations which will confront Inexperienced teachers.
7. Business skills should be taught during the last 
three years of the teacher program so that the student at 
his student teaching and graduation, will have his highest 
degree of ability In these subjects,
8. The teacher-training program should stimulate the 
spirit of potential business teachers throu#i a wider ac­
quaintance with current literature and professional associa­
tions In this field,
9. Since the first year of teaching is a critical 
yeari provisions should be made for supervision of the teach­
ing of the novice. The teaiAer-tralnlng institution must 
stand ready to aid these beginning business teachers through 
a good follow-up program, by a cooperative arrangement with 
the administration of the local high schools,
10. The education of ctmmercial teachers must be 
planned to mct«md beyond the pre-service period, and continue 
through the teaching years. Teacher-training institutions 
should guide and help business teachers already In the field, 
to Improve their teaching through graduate courses, field 
workshops, extension courses, or other in-service training 
which will serve the needs of the teachers,
11. Teadher-tralners when acquainted with actual 
classroom problems are more realistic and practical in
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teacher-training activities.
12. Business experience is of great value to the 
teacher in preparation for teaching business information, 
understanding, and skills. The acquisition of business 
experience by commercial teachers should be encouraged both 
as a part of their pre-service preparation and concurrently 
with their teaching. It would be desirable that a teacher- 
educatlon program require business experience for graduation 
and that provisions be made for acquiring it during the 
training program.
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